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Canes’ Andrei Svechnikov happy to score, unhappy about overtime mistake
By Chip Alexander
Just when it appeared it might be Andrei Svechnikov’s night,
it wasn’t.
The Carolina Hurricanes’ winger scored in the second period
— finally — giving the Canes a 1-0 lead Saturday over the
Columbus Blue Jackets. There was a palpable sense of relief
after Svechnikov battled his way into position in front of the
net and then batted a rebound into the net — for the player,
for his teammates, for many of those in attendance at PNC
Arena.
Svechnikov has been caught up in the first serious scoring
slump of his three-year NHL career, not producing a 5-on-5
goal since Feb. 4 and had only two goals — a power-play
marker and empty-net goal — in the 21 games before
Saturday. The frustration built.
But there he was, scoring at even strength, knocking in a
rebound, smiling, punching the air. On Thursday, after a loss
to Columbus, he came back on the ice an hour or so after
the game, alone, taking shots, still working. That translated
into the real thing — a puck in the net.
“For sure when you score you have more confidence,”
Svechnikov said after the game. “Especially, I had so many
chances in the last game. But even when you score you lost
this game. It’s kind of bad.”
The top storyline Saturday would not be “Svechnikov goal
helps Canes win.” It’s never that easy in the NHL, and never
that easy when the Canes play the Blue Jackets, a gritty lot.
The Blue Jackets won 3-2 in a shootout, and they did so
after Svechnikov was ruled offside on an overtime power
play moments before Dougie Hamilton drilled an apparent
winning shot that had PNC Arena jumping and the Canes
players mobbing Hamilton.
“I think I just got too excited,” Svechnikov said. “I should be
more patient. But it’s hockey. It happens.”
Svechnikov then had a chance to end the shootout in the
third round. But he didn’t get a shot on net, going wide right
on his attempt. That allowed Patrik Laine the chance to score
and extend the shootout for Columbus and Oliver
Bjorkstrand a chance to win it after Nino Niederreiter failed to
score for Carolina.
The Canes (20-7-3) now have a three-game winless streak
and their scoring has dried up of late — two goals in each of
the past four games — as they continue to grapple with the
loss of Vincent Trocheck. The center, who has missed five
games with an upper-body injury, returned to practice
Sunday in a yellow, no-contact jersey.
But a scoring burst from Svechnikov, something like his start
to the season when he had six goals in the first eight games,
could remedy that. And he’s capable of it.

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said Svechnikov’s goal
Saturday should be a “weight off his shoulders.”
“It really doesn’t affect the way I think he has been playing,”
Brind’Amour said in the postgame. “But for him it’s a big
weight. He puts a lot of pressure on himself.
“We want him to score and we obviously need him to score.
But that doesn’t necessarily gauge if he’s playing well or not.”
Svechnikov still has things to learn
As for the offside call, Brind’Amour said it was another
teachable moment for Svechnikov, who will turn 21 on March
26.
“He’ll learn from this one. Take the extra second, make
sure,” Brind’Amour said, “It’s a 4-on-3 (power play). No
reason to get excited. I don’t think you’ll see him do that
again.”
After the morning skate on Saturday, Brind’Amour and
captain Jordan Staal talked about Svechnikov, about his
scoring struggles, of how he would handle it.
“I’m going to talk to him about just trying to enjoy it,”
Brind’Amour said. “Take the pressure off. He’s going to put
pressure on himself. Regardless of what you say it doesn’t
matter. He wants to excel. It’s just about trying to ease his
mind and go have fun and let the chips fall where they may.”
Staal said Svechnikov was getting plenty of scoring chances
and continued to work hard to get them. Despite those
chances, Svechnikov’s goal Saturday was just his fourth this
season scored 5-on-5, a bit mind-boggling given his skills
and strength, his ability to muscle his way to and around the
net, his quick instincts.
Svechnikov had 24 goals and 61 points in 68 games last
season before the 2019-20 season was suspended because
of the pandemic. His goal Saturday was his ninth in 30
games this season.
“I’m not worried about him,” Staal said after the skate
Saturday. “He understands what it takes. He gets it.
Squeezing the stick a little less would be best. But he’ll be
just fine.”
Of note: Mrazek returns
Goalie Petr Mrazek, who has missed most of the season
following thumb surgery, returned to practice Sunday at PNC
Arena, jumping in with James Reimer and Alex Nedeljkovic
and taking some shots.
“I don’t think he’s playing anytime soon,” Brind’Amour said.
“This is a first step, getting him back in practice, getting used
to NHL shooters, the pace. We’re moving in the right
direction.”
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Carolina Hurricanes vs Columbus Blue Jackets

Where: Nationwide Arena, Columbus, Ohio.

When: Monday, 7 p.m.

TV: FSCR.

The Hurricanes have dropped three straight. How concerned should they (and fans) be?
By Sara Civian
As annoying as those “one year ago today” think pieces and
oral histories all over Twitter around the Pandemicversary
were, they did have me, well, thinking about March 11, 2020.
It was that eerie purgatory in between before times and
whatever this is, and I was at the Prudential Center for
Hurricanes practice the day before they were slated to play
the Devils.
The media had to be 6 feet away from the players, so all
microphones were elongated and basically turned into
lightsabers. And I don’t care how old you are, when
presented with more than one lightsaber-y object, you’re
going to act like Luke Skywalker. As a few of us were
sparring, Justin Williams walked out of the locker room and
said something like, “C’mon, guys, maybe we should take
this seriously.”
So much happened in that short period of time that I can’t
even remember if he was kidding or serious — and Williams
is often too sarcastic to discern that as it is. But here I am
one year later to confirm that he was definitely right.
If I’ve learned anything other than “Justin Williams is always
right,” it’s how quickly the human brain can adapt decently
enough to unfathomable things in order to survive. So, about
halfway through the 2020-21 NHL season, and the unique
parameters the players and the league agreed to in order to
have a season at all, it’s starting to feel like a new normal
inside a new normal inside a new normal.
If you’re an NHL fan, you’ve likely already adjusted to the
baseball-esque series format and so many games, but there
are a few things you probably don’t know about how the
players themselves are adjusting. There are certain pros and
cons to this whole experience, especially playing the same
few teams over and over.
“Pros, I feel like you kinda know what to expect,” Jordan
Martinook said during last week’s series with Nashville. “I
think we kinda know the game they wanna play. It just sets
up for the type of game we want to play. On the road it’s nice
to be able to stay in a city, you’re not traveling as much. The
familiarity with the way teams play. Cons? I don’t know,
there’s … I don’t know. I don’t know if there really is a con. I
guess you can get more rivalries and more intense games,
but I don’t know if you’d actually call that a con or not.”
“I think you just treat it like any other game, right? For the
pluses, it’s nice to play the same team to try to find their
weaknesses each game, make adjustments and try to
capitalize on that,” Warren Foegele said in the midst of the

current four-game series with the Blue Jackets. “Minuses? I
don’t know if there are really any minuses. Maybe sometimes
it’s annoying playing the same team so many times, but
that’s the year we have right now. But it’s always fun to go
out there, and it’s a privilege to play every day in the
National.”
But what’s this been like from a coaching standpoint?
“(The process of) preparing is no different than if you didn’t
play the same team — you still look at their last game, but
their last game happens to be against you,” head coach Rod
Brind’Amour offered. “So it’s a little easier in some respects,
but also harder because you gotta make little adjustments
and change some things — you don’t want to be too
predictable. Having some randomness to your game is good,
so you kinda tweak things here and there. But I don’t really
think it’s much different than if you just played a normal
schedule. You gotta get your team to play your game, that’s
the most important thing.”
Not many cons to discuss when you’re 20-7-3, in a tight,
three-way race for the Central Division lead. But the Canes
have now dropped three in a row after an eight-game win
streak in which they looked unstoppable. How worried should
they (and you) be?
I remember realizing on the first day of training camp how
quickly the complexion of any team could change in a matter
of minutes this season due to COVID-19 protocol, increased
risk of injury with the condensed schedule and all the mental
challenges this season presents. So back to the human
brain’s ability to adapt. I’ve long thought the team that’s best
equipped to adapt in the face of all of the aforementioned
obstacles will win the Cup this season.
What, exactly, does that require? We won’t know for sure
until the season’s over, but halfway through the season
certain teams’ abilities to adapt are starting to stand out, and
they look like this: roster depth, good coaching, familiarity,
youth. That screams “Carolina Hurricanes” to me.
And, here’s the thing — the Hurricanes’ losses haven’t been
particularly bad from an effort standpoint. Their rough start in
the first game of the current series made sense, considering
travel issues coming home from Detroit that forced a fullteam, all-nighter. Saturday night’s shootout loss came via
controversy in the first place.
“I know we can be better, and I think that’s positive. I know
we can be a lot better. There’s a whole other level we can
get to — that we’re going to need to get to,” Brind’Amour
said before Saturday’s game. “I do like the fact that this is a
hardworking group, they come to play. Even when we’re not
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at our best we find a way to get to it. There’s no quit in this
group. I’d love to see us be able to play the game the way
we have to play all the time, but it’s hard to do. We get off
track a little bit here and there, but it’s normal — every team
does. We’ve fought through a lot, we’ve got a lot of guys out,
we’ve had injuries and sicknesses and all that. I think the
guys have stuck to what they’ve had to do for the most part.”

After the Hurricanes’ worst loss of the season in 2020, they
had one of their most fun practices I have ever attended.
After this three-game skid, it looks like they followed the
same playbook.
If you’re worried about them falling into a spiral, I’d read that
article from last season again. They righted that ship. And if
they aren’t too worried about their current situation, maybe
you shouldn’t be, either.

DGB weekend rankings: Back to officially being terrified of the Avalanche
By Sean McIndoe
We marked the season’s midway point last week, even as
several teams hadn’t quite reached the mark yet. That’s no
longer the case, with Dallas crossing the 28-game threshold
in the weekend’s final game to become the 31st member of
the halfway-home club.
So … how are you feeling about this weird season?
I don’t mean about your team, because we can probably
guess that by the standings and/or the Sabres tattoo that
seems to have been recently scrubbed with a Brillo pad. I
mean this season in general, with all of its oddities. And
specifically, where are we with the division-only, baseballstyle scheduling?
It’s been two months of seeing the same teams over and
over, usually several times in a row, and I think it’s fair to say
that the novelty has worn off. That’s not necessarily a bad
thing, but it does put us at a point where we can start to
figure out whether this is working.
For a lot of fans, I’m guessing the answer is “it depends.”
When your team has three of four in a row against its biggest
rival, it can almost feel like a playoff series. When it’s backto-back against some team you don’t care about, not so
much. It’s the same sort of vibe when you’re looking around
at the rest of the league. It’s fun to watch the good teams,
and there’s a certain can’t-look-away appeal to the truly bad
ones, but then you get to the mushy-middle teams and
there’s only so many Coyotes games you can think about.

feels overwhelming for this league. But maybe they’re right.
I’m genuinely curious. Let me know in the comments where
you’re at with this schedule with half a season to go. Are you
still on board, or are you dreading your next four-game series
with some team you don’t care about?
OK, enough philosophy questions. Let’s get on to this week’s
rankings, where an old friend is back in the top five …
Road to the Cup
The five teams with the best chances of becoming the first
team in history to win a Stanley Cup in July.
If you missed it, Sean Gentille and Dom Luszczyszyn have a
new weekly power ranking that covers all 31 teams, with the
first list appearing last week. Check it out if you would like to
argue with somebody named Sean about their power
rankings in a slightly different space.
5. Washington Capitals (20-7-4, +14 true goals differential*)
— We had two East teams in last week’s top five, but I need
a spot this week for reasons we’ll get to in a minute. That
means the Islanders or the Capitals have to go, and it’s
tempting to go with the one that lost to the Rangers instead
of the one that rolled the Flyers. Instead, I’m keeping
Washington and dropping the Islanders into the dreaded No.
6 spot.

That’s if you think about that stuff at all, which is another
piece I’m wondering about. If you’re a die-hard fan of one
team in particular, are you even paying attention to the
teams in the other divisions that you know you’ll never even
see until three rounds into the playoffs? Or are you just kind
of vaguely aware that there are other teams out there and
that some are good and some are bad, but beyond a few
highlights of star players the other divisions are all just kind
of a shrug emoji?

Part of why is I’m not completely sure how to handle the
Anders Lee injury. It’s obviously a big blow for the Islanders,
who lose their leading goal scorer. Right now, it makes them
a significantly weaker team. But these rankings aren’t just
about right now, but rather who’s going to win the Cup, and
the only good news here is that the timing of the injury
means Lou Lamoriello has the time and cap space to bring in
reinforcements. Will he? Almost certainly, and Arthur Staple
lays out some of the possible scenarios here. If they land a
guy like Filip Forsberg or Taylor Hall, they’re right back in
business. And they might. But they haven’t yet, and even a
ranking that tries to look into the future can’t go giving credit
for trades that haven’t happened yet.

I don’t know, because I’m a national writer and that means
it’s my job to pretend to pay attention to all 31 teams. But I’m
guessing that some of you are still loving all of this, while
others have had just about enough and are ready to go back
to the old way. Which apparently we are, according to
Pierre’s latest, in which Gary Bettman all but puts an end to
any hope that the all-Canadian division might stick around.

So this spot goes to the Caps, who went 7-0-0 during Tom
Wilson’s suspension, then welcomed him back to the lineup
Saturday and lost. It’s a coin flip, but we can nudge it toward
Washington since the Capitals did win the big head-to-head
showdown earlier in the week, snapping the Islanders’ win
streak at nine. The two teams don’t play this week but still
have four April games left to sort this out.

That’s a very NHL way to think about things — the
gravitational pull from “sticking with how we did it in the past”

4. Carolina Hurricanes (20-7-3, +20) — What seemed like an
easy week to bank some points against the Red Wings and
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Blue Jackets turned into three straight losses, and they were
temporarily passed in points percentage by the Panthers. I’m
not panicking, but that Tampa game Saturday is looming a
little larger.
3. Vegas Golden Knights (21-7-1, +30) — Last week’s top
team drops a few spots, partly because the Lightning had a
good week and partly because the Golden Knights looked
sluggish in Sunday’s loss to the Kings, but mostly because
…
2. Colorado Avalanche (19-8-2, +32) — Yeah, they’re back. I
sat them out of the top five for a couple of weeks, but I’m
back to officially being terrified of the Avalanche.
Their record still isn’t great, ranking outside the top five, and
they haven’t quite caught the Golden Knights. But they’re
healthy, and right now they’re rolling, with six consecutive
wins. That includes an utter dismantling of the Wild in a twogame series that saw Colorado outscore Minnesota 11-1. It’s
one thing to flex on the lowly Ducks, but the Wild are a
legitimately good team, and the Avs shrugged them off
without breaking much of a sweat. That’s scary.
Every team has injuries, but Colorado had more than its
share, including missing Cale Makar for a long stretch. He’s
back now, and while the team isn’t completely healthy, it has
all the top names in the lineup for the first time in a while.
The result looks like bad news if you’re one of the West
contenders. Or a writer dumb enough to think the Avs
weren’t a top-five team.
1. Tampa Bay Lightning (23-6-2, +42) — I dropped them out
of the No. 1 spot for the first time all season last week, in part
because the Panthers and Hurricanes were right on their tail.
They responded with four consecutive wins, including
Sunday’s statement against Florida. Combined with the
Hurricanes giving up ground, that’s good for a move back
into the top spot. I’ll never doubt you guys again, at least until
next week.
* Goals differential without counting shootout decisions like
the NHL does for some reason.
Not ranked: Edmonton Oilers — The Canadian division
remains in flux, with the Leafs stumbling through another
rough week while the rest of us rack our brains trying to
figure out what could possibly be wrong. That’s opened the
door for the Oilers and Jets, who conveniently happened to
be facing each other twice last week. Edmonton took both in
regulation and has now caught the Leafs for the top spot in
points (but with two extra games played).
The Oilers have actually been a remarkably consistent team
after shrugging off a 3-6-0 start. Their three-game winning
streak is the fifth one they’ve had since the start of February,
so maybe we’re past the days when this team would
tantalize for a game or two but then inevitably throw up a
stinker just when you were starting to believe. It’s still mostly
the Connor McDavid and Leon Draisaitl show, but until
somebody out there can show us that they have some vague
idea how to stop those two, maybe that’s enough.
Your confidence in this team probably has a lot to do with
whether you think 38-year-old Mike Smith has turned back
into a Vezina-level goalie after several seasons of
deteriorating play. Maybe he has — it’s goaltending, and

weirder things have happened — but if you’re looking for a
reason to doubt these guys, you know where to start.
For now, the Oilers are headed out on the road and will step
into the Eastern spotlight with three straight in Montreal
followed by two in Toronto. That’s not an easy stretch, but it’s
the kind you want when you’re playing well and want to
solidify your spot. Dom currently has the Oilers’ playoff
chances in the mid-80s, and a solid stretch against the
Canadiens should move that needle closer to sure-thing
territory. Play well in Montreal, and those two Leafs games
become your chance to be the division’s top dog.
The bottom five
The five teams that are headed toward the best lottery odds
and trying to figure out if we should call this an Owen Power
Ranking.
I’ve been loving the flood of “Who says no?” trade columns
lately. Be sure to check out Craig Custance’s latest, in which
he runs reader proposals by actual GMs and — in the
season’s most stunning upset — actually gets a “yes” for the
first time.
5. San Jose Sharks (11-14-4, -22) — A four-game week
against the Knights and Blues was always going to be tough,
but a win would have been nice. And as Logan Couture put
it, at this point, moral victories suck. Plus, Sharks fans are
emerging as the fan base that gets mad at me when their
team isn’t in the bottom five, so here you go.
4. Anaheim Ducks (9-17-6, -38) — The weekend brought
another loss, this one a 5-1 drubbing from the Coyotes. But
let’s keep the vibes positive by focusing on Thursday
instead. First, the Ducks won, which is rare. But more
important, this happened:
Zegras from Terry and Drysdale. Is this what hope feels like?
3. Detroit Red Wings (10-18-4, -33) — Today’s depressing
stat about a bad team: This was the week when the Red
Wings’ leading scorer finally scored. As in, for the first time
all season.
That would be defenseman Filip Hronek, who went into
Tuesday’s game with zero goals and 15 assists. Those 15
points were good for the top spot on the Wings, because
none of the forwards is having especially good years.
(Related: Are we worried about Dylan Larkin at all? The new
captain can do more than score, but scoring is supposed to
be part of his game, and he kind of stopped doing that for a
lot of the first half. This is just one of those occasional cold
streaks where the bounces aren’t breaking right but then
regression kicks in and it’s fine, right? OK, just checking.
Good talk.)
Anyway, Hronek scored Tuesday, and his first of the year
was an end-to-end effort, in the strictest technical sense.
2. Ottawa Senators (10-20-3, -44) — They’ve got a bit of a
break, and it comes at a time when they’ve got points in
three straight. They’re back at it Monday with the first of two
against the Flames, followed by a one-off with the Leafs,
then the main event: Four straight against the Canadiens
starting next weekend. Can the Habs sweep all four to lock in
their playoff spot? If not, do they have anyone left to fire?
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1.Buffalo Sabres (6-19-4, -40) — I think we can all agree that
that was the Sabres’ best weekend in a month.
Meanwhile:
Not ranked: Columbus Blue Jackets — They are back in
position for a playoff spot, which would have seemed unlikely
even two weeks ago. It’s not like they’ve turned it around
since then — they don’t have a regulation win in that time
and have lost three of six. But they’ve banked a couple of
loser points to go 3-1-2, and with Chicago dropping four
straight in regulation, that’s enough to reset the race.
The highlight of the stretch came Saturday against the
Hurricanes, when the Blue Jackets managed to win a game
that they looked like they’d lost. A Dougie Hamilton overtime
winner was overturned on one of those way-before-the-goal
offside calls that we all hate but the NHL insists on calling,
and Columbus ended up getting a shootout win. The Blue

Jackets seem to have a knack for being in the middle of
weird calls, so maybe this one can be one of those season
turning points.
Right now, it would be a stretch to say the Blue Jackets are
good, or even playing all that well. They’re fake .500, with six
more losses than wins, and the numbers guys still seem to
hate them. But in the top-heavy Central, that might not
matter. The Hawks are wobbling, and while the Stars have
been better lately, they’re still digging out of a hole.
Somebody has to grab that last spot. It might be Columbus.
And while the playoff path out of the division would be brutal,
they do know a thing or two about being written off as
underdogs to Tampa.
The next 10 games might tell the tale, as the Jackets have
two more against Carolina, a two-game respite with Detroit,
and then six straight against the two Florida teams.

Canes Keep It Loose After Weird Shootout Loss
Brind'Amour: 'It's pretty hard to be down on the group when
we played a really good game last night'

even a rogue chirp to Andrei Svechnikov about staying
onside in a drill.

By Michael Smith

That's what it's all about.

Before practice on Saturday, nearly the entire Carolina
Hurricanes team - masks on, of course - formed a circle on
the turf area inside the locker room to play a friendly game of
two-touch soccer.

"You need to have fun out there. I think today was a good
day to compete a little bit and have a little laugh," Jesper
Fast said. "Tough game yesterday, but I feel like we played a
pretty good game. It was a tight game and a hard-fought
game."

They hooted, they hollered, they clapped. The vibes were
loose, and the energy was high.
It was exactly what you wanted to see the morning after a
tough 3-2 shootout loss, a game in which the Canes seemed
poised to win at least twice - they took a lead late in
regulation, only to see that erased in the final minute, and
they scored on the power play in overtime, only to see that
wiped off the board due to an offside zone entry. That
happens! It's hockey, after all.
"We felt loose. We know we put in a good effort last night
and just came up a little short," Brady Skjei said. "We just
want to build on that and bring that same work ethic and
same mentality into these next couple of games, and
hopefully the result will be different."
The practice that followed the jovial warm-up was equally as
light-hearted. The Canes focused on a few details of their
game, sure, but for the most part, the Sunday morning skate
offered the team a chance to get on the ice, flush the
weirdness of the night prior and have a little fun. There was

Perception is a funny thing, right? On the one hand, after
seeing their eight-game winning streak snapped in Detroit,
the Canes are now winless in three straight. Cause for
concern? Hardly, especially given that the team played one
bad period in their last two games and essentially saw
Columbus snatch victory from the jaws of defeat on Saturday
night.
But, on the other hand, the Canes have secured at least a
point in 10 out of their last 11 games. Through 30 games, the
Canes are 20-7-3 with 43 points, a franchise best mark. The
team's points percentage of .717 ranks fourth in the entire
National Hockey League.
This isn't the time to let negativity creep in, especially after
an effort that simply didn't get fully rewarded.
"It's pretty hard to be down on the group when we played a
really good game last night. We played exactly how we had
to. You can easily look at it as we won that game," head
coach Rod Brind'Amour said. "Just some weird things that
happened. To lose in overtime or the shootout, that's the
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talent show at the end, and we're missing a couple of
talented players. I'm not too concerned about that."
Speaking of some talented players that the Canes are
without: Both Petr Mrazek and Vincent Trocheck practiced
with the team on Sunday, and both will travel to Columbus.
Mrazek had the pins removed from his right thumb following
last month's surgical procedure, so his return is now a matter
of when he feels ready.
"He needs to feel like he can play and contribute at the level
he needs to. It's just a good sign we got him back out there,"
Brind'Amour said. "I think we're moving in the right direction."

Trocheck wore a yellow, no-contact sweater for his first
practice with the team following an upper-body injury he
sustained almost two weeks ago.
"He's not close, but it was nice to get him in the mix and
around the team," Brind'Amour said. "He's a great teammate,
and he's got a lot of energy. I think it's just good for him and
the guys to be together."
The Canes and Blue Jackets will face off on Monday and
Thursday in Columbus to close out this four-game set.

Preview: Hurricanes at Blue Jackets
Four-game series shifts to Ohio's capital city
By Michael Smith
COLUMBUS - A four-game set between the Carolina
Hurricanes and Columbus Blue Jackets shifts to Ohio's
capital city.
The Match-Up
Carolina Hurricanes (20-7-3, 43 points) at Columbus Blue
Jackets (13-12-7, 33 points)
Monday, March 22, 7 p.m.
Watch: FOX Sports Carolinas, FOX Sports GO
Listen: 99.9 FM The Fan, Hurricanes.com/Listen, Hurricanes
app
About Saturday Night
For the second game in a row, the Canes had to settle for a
point, this time on the receiving end of a tough-luck 3-2
shootout loss. Warren Foegele put the Canes ahead 2-1 with
4:13 to play in regulation, but Seth Jones, the overtime hero
for Columbus two nights prior, tied the game at two with just
28.4 seconds left on the clock. In overtime, Dougie Hamilton
potted the game-winning goal on a 4-on-3 power play, until

Columbus challenged for an offside zone entry and had the
goal wiped off the board. Oliver Bjorkstrand then netted the
deciding goal in the shootout, snapping the Canes' 10-game
shootout winning streak.
"There's nothing not to like other than the result. It was a
grind, and we knew that coming in," head coach Rod
Brind'Amour said. "We had the game won. Unfortunately,
things just didn't work out."
Numbers to Know
11: Though Hamilton didn't end up netting the game-winning
goal on Saturday, he did record the primary assist on
Foegele's go-ahead goal in the third period. That helper
extended Hamilton's career-long point streak to 11 games,
tying Mark Howe's franchise record for longest point streak
by a defenseman. It's also the longest active point streak in
the NHL and the longest by an NHL defenseman this
season.
100: Martin Necas is set to play in his 100th career NHL
game. Necas, who was drafted by the Canes 12th overall in
2017, has recorded 59 points (22g, 37a) in his first 99
games.
43: The Canes are 20-7-3, setting a new franchise best for
points (43) through the first 30 games of a season.
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Brothers in NHL adjusting to COVID-19 protocols, guidelines
Tkachuks, Staals, van Riemsdyks, others dealing with less
interaction, contact during season
By Tom Gulitti
Brady Tkachuk and Matthew Tkachuk each has a similar
warmup routine, so inevitably the Ottawa Senators forward
and Calgary Flames forward will drop to the ice and stretch
on opposite sides of the red line before their teams face off
at Canadian Tire Centre in Ottawa on Monday (7 p.m. ET;
TSN5, RDS2, SNF, NHL.TV).
That's when the brothers will take advantage of a rare
opportunity to speak face-to-face this season.
"It's just, 'How are things? Good,' and 'How are you feel
feeling?'" Brady Tkachuk said. "Bumping elbows and stuff
like that and then, 'Good luck.'
"I wish it could be more, but it's just how it is."
To prevent the spread of COVID-19, NHL protocols restrict
players from different teams, including brothers, from
socializing off the ice. This has been an adjustment for
brothers throughout the NHL, who enjoy their games against
each other as much for the fraternization as the competition.
Though this will be the sixth of nine games between the
Senators and Flames this season in the Scotia North
Division, Brady, 21, and Matthew, 23, haven't had many
opportunities to chat in person outside the few interactions
they've had before or during games.
"Normally when we play each other, the night before or even
if we come in the night before that, we'll always find time to
go out for dinner and go to each other's apartment and just
hang out," Matthew Tkachuk said. "Obviously, that's not
really allowed this year. We look forward to that in a normal
season. That's one of the best parts.
"I think we look forward to playing each other not so much for
the actual game, but more just to see each other off the ice
and catch up."
Brothers playing in the NHL find themselves in the same
situation as those living in different households around the
world during the coronavirus pandemic, relying on
technology, such as Zoom or FaceTime, to stay updated on
each other's lives. Those opportunities haven't been as
numerous this season either because of a compacted
schedule.
There aren't many nights when Carolina Hurricanes center
Jordan Staal, Detroit Red Wings defenseman Marc Staal and

Buffalo Sabres center Eric Staal each is off. At least Jordan,
32, and Marc, 34, have played against each other five times,
with three more games to come between the Hurricanes and
the Red Wings in the Discover Central Division.
"It's still a treat getting to play against your brother," said
Jordan Staal, who is in his 15th NHL season. "There's no
higher league to be able to play in as a family, and we don't
take that for granted."
But with play restricted to within the divisions this season to
limit travel, barring a trade, neither Jordan nor Mark will play
against Eric, 36, and the Sabres, who are in the MassMutual
East Division.
"It's not as fun, obviously, but it's the world we live in and it's
part of it," Jordan Staal said. "We do a lot of FaceTiming.
We're not typically tech-savvy brothers, but we've actually
been on the phone a fair amount, keeping up with each other
and just making sure everyone is well."
Washington Capitals defenseman Trevor van Riemsdyk and
Philadelphia Flyers forward James van Riemsdyk have been
doing the same. They played against each other once this
season, a 7-4 Flyers win in Washington on Feb. 7, but they
didn't interact much aside from making eye contact when
they passed each other during warmups.
"It's crazy, but you've got to follow those rules," Trevor van
Riemsdyk said. "They're obviously in place for a reason, but
it seems nuts you can't even go say 'hi' and give your brother
a hug."
Washington played at Philadelphia three times in one week - March 7, 11 and 13 -- and Trevor was a healthy scratch for
those games. Normally, Trevor, 29, still would have had an
opportunity to see James, 31, or visit with him, his wife,
Lauren, and their 10-month-old daughter, Scarlett, at their
home on an off night, but COVID-19 protocols don't permit
that.
When the van Riemsdyks' parents drove from their home in
Middletown, New Jersey, to watch the March 7 game, which
was the first at Wells Fargo Center this season when a
limited number of fans were permitted to attend (3,023),
Trevor couldn't see them either.
"It's just trying to keep everyone safe, but definitely you feel
like you're missing out a little bit, especially with [James']
daughter," Trevor van Riemsdyk said. "From the first time we
saw her to a year old, so much changes, so that's definitely
tough."
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Hurricanes forward Andrei Svechnikov and Red Wings
forward Evgeny Svechnikov would have loved to spend more
time together before and after they faced each other for the
first time in the NHL at PNC Arena on March 4. Andrei, who
turns 21 on Friday, and Evgeny, 24, had talked about playing
in the NHL against each other since they were children
growing up in Russia.

Despite their minimal exchanges, it was a night neither will
forget. Evgeny had an assist, and Andrei had a goal and an
assist in Carolina's 5-2 win.

But the Svechnikovs' parents decided not to make the trip
from Russia to watch in person because of travel restrictions
related to the coronavirus pandemic. And though the
brothers were able to pose for a photo together during
warmups, they were limited to a brief conversation when they
saw each other before the game and some words of
encouragement during it.

So maybe being unable to spend time together outside NHL
rinks this season has made all the brothers appreciate more
the time they're together on it.

"I think we were standing next to each other on a face-off,"
Andrei Svechnikov said. "He said, 'Good job.' I said, 'Good
job. Keep it going.' Something like that."

"I can tell you it was still fun playing against my brother
because it was kind of our dream," Andrei Svechnikov said.
"It was probably one of the best days."

They'd prefer things return to normal soon, but for now,
they'll cherish the moments they can share.
"Of course, we wish we'd get to see each other after and
stuff like that, but that's just where we're at right now and,
hopefully, as we play later on this year maybe the rules or
protocols change," Brady Tkachuk said. "Now, it stinks. But
it's always nice just to see [Matthew] on the ice and see how
great he's doing and how he keeps progressing as a player.
It's been good to watch."

Blue Jackets host the Hurricanes following shootout victory
Carolina Hurricanes (20-7-3, third in the Central Division) vs.
Columbus Blue Jackets (13-12-7, fourth in the Central
Division)
Columbus, Ohio; Monday, 7 p.m. EDT
BOTTOM LINE: Columbus hosts the Carolina Hurricanes
after the Blue Jackets took down Carolina 3-2 in a shootout.
The Blue Jackets are 13-12-7 against opponents in the
Central Division. Columbus has scored 12 power-play goals,
converting on 15.4% of chances.
The Hurricanes are 20-7-3 against Central Division teams.
Carolina is sixth in the NHL averaging 5.8 assists per game,
led by Dougie Hamilton with 0.7.
The teams square off for the second straight game.
TOP PERFORMERS: Oliver Bjorkstrand leads the Blue
Jackets with 27 points, scoring 11 goals and registering 16

assists. Zach Werenski has 8 points over the last 10 games
for Columbus.
Sebastian Aho leads the Hurricanes with 28 points, scoring
13 goals and registering 15 assists. Hamilton has 10 assists
over the last 10 games for Carolina.
LAST 10 GAMES: Blue Jackets: 5-3-2, averaging 2.4 goals,
3.9 assists, 2.6 penalties and 6.8 penalty minutes while
giving up 2.7 goals per game with a .908 save percentage.
Hurricanes: 7-1-2, averaging 3.2 goals, 5.8 assists, 3.5
penalties and seven penalty minutes while giving up two
goals per game with a .935 save percentage.
INJURIES: Blue Jackets: Alexandre Texier: out (illness),
Mikhail Grigorenko: day to day (illness).
Hurricanes: Teuvo Teravainen: out (concussion), Jake
Gardiner: day to day (back), Petr Mrazek: out (thumb),
Vincent Trocheck: day to day (upper body).
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The NHL's best and worst this week: Joe Pavelski's post-career plans? Running a sports
media company
By Emily Kaplan
Joe Pavelski is having one of the best seasons of his 15-year
NHL career. Though the Dallas Stars are off to a slowerthan-expected start after making it to the 2020 Stanley Cup
Final, Pavelski is carrying the load -- especially as the team
weathers early injury-related absences of Tyler Seguin, Ben
Bishop and Alexander Radulov. Through 28 games, Pavelski
has scored 14 goals -- six more than any other teammate -and is averaging a point per game, his best pace ever and
double his regular-season rate from 2019-20.
Off the ice, Pavelski has been positioning himself for even
more success: heading a sports media company.
In 2017, Pavelski launched Kompany 39, a digital platform
that helps athletes share their stories, grow their brands and
better connect with fans. Last week, the company rebranded
as TorchPro -- fueled by a round of funding -- and also
announced the purchase of the Morning Blitz, a daily sports
newsletter. TorchPro has 12 full-time employees, a pool of
12-14 interns, and eight "founding athletes," including Charlie
McAvoy, Riley Sheahan and Mike Green. Kacey Bellamy, a
stalwart defenseman on the U.S. women's national team,
was the first athlete to sign on.
The website's initial offerings include several produced
videos: Pavelski explaining his path to becoming a pro,
McAvoy dishing on his road-trip essentials, Sheahan talking
about his passion for guitar, and Bellamy sharing her
workouts.
"Our goal is to get this thing going and grow it as big as we
can," Pavelski said. "As we talk to players, there's
excitement for it. They can take control of their brand, and
grow it in an authentic way. The culture has changed where
people feel more comfortable sharing their stories, and we
think we have a chance to create something really
meaningful."
TorchPro is a story of a professional athlete starting to think
about what his life will look like after retiring. It's also a story
about hockey culture, and a veteran player who wants to
help it adapt and leave it better for the next generation. At its
heart, TorchPro is a buddy story, beginning with a friendship
forged at the rink.
Pavelski met Matt Fornataro in 2002, in Iowa, as teammates
on the Waterloo Blackhawks of the USHL. "We were just two
teenagers chasing dreams," Fornataro said. They won a
championship in 2004, and went on their separate paths.
Fornataro played at the University of New Hampshire, then
carved a 10-year pro career, mostly in the AHL, and a little in
Europe. Pavelski went to Wisconsin, then made it big time,
earning the nickname "Captain America" while playing for the

San Jose Sharks and Team USA in two Olympics. They
remained friends throughout.
When Fornataro retired in 2016, he began helping Pavelski
run his social media accounts. He also helped with summer
camps in Wisconsin. Pavelski loved the opportunity to share
knowledge with young hockey players. "Growing up, there
was never social media to see what other guys were doing,
other drills, see what they're like, you just watched the
games," Pavelski said. "One of my favorite players was Brett
Hull. Looking back, it would have been so cool to get closer
to those guys, see if you're doing something right, try to
emulate them, or really just feel closer."
Pavelski wondered, how could they take what he was
teaching to 100-plus kids in person, and share it with the
masses?
They formed Kompany 39, thanks to an initial investment
from Pavelski.
"There's great people and great stories in the game of
hockey, and they haven't been shared in the way we think
they should be," Fornataro said. "The humble gene in a lot of
ways has held the game back. Hockey is a humble game, it's
all about 'team, team, team.' There's sometimes a
breakdown, though, in the sense that a player sharing their
personality or outside interest somehow made them a bad
person, or a 'me, me, me' person, and that's not the case."
Pavelski, 36, is recruiting younger players in the league. His
pitch: "If you could add a little piece [of your life] every year
over the next 10, 15 years, imagine how cool it would be for
a kid coming up, to really experience your journey?"
McAvoy, 23, the No. 1 defenseman on the Boston Bruins,
was excited to be part of it.
"We had a call last week with a bunch of guys talking about
it, and we shared a lot of the same feelings about how the
people who came before us, and everyone in hockey, the
culture is a little reluctant to step outside of that team setting
and have a brand, because nobody really feels comfortable
saying, 'hey, check me out,'" McAvoy said. "The humble
hockey player -- which you see with pretty much every guy
on every team -- is the mold that everyone falls into. I think
it's great; you meet some of the nicest people, some real
gentlemen in the game of hockey. But I also think there are
people who are interested in our stories, who are interested
in seeing athletes for more than just hockey players, and this
allows for that."
Pavelski is under contract with the Stars through the 2021-22
season. Though he's not sure what life after hockey will look
like for him, he's proud to be laying the foundations now.
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"There's a lot of guys that just don't really start [thinking
about it] until they're done, they have one or two years left in
their career and they think, 'OK what should i do?'" Pavelski
said. "That transition, from everything we know and from
what I've seen, it's not easy for everybody. For me, it's not
one foot in the door and one foot out the door, it's just
learning as you go, establishing who you are as a person
and what you like, and hopefully it does help when your
playing days are over and you can fall into that next phase of
your life."
As for why he's seen so much success on the ice this
season? Pavelski has some theories.
"Last year was really interesting, in terms of the first time
being away from San Jose," he said. "And I think some of the
injuries I dealt with coming back, I didn't think they would
affect me in certain ways. It was a lot of little things -- with
the move, all new teammates, feeling comfortable. Part of
my game, I believe, is reading off players, understanding
tendencies. I think the game well, I think around the game,
versus flying down the wing, beating guys one on one. But I
definitely feel more comfortable around these guys, having a
great time around them, and I've reestablished certain things
of how I've wanted to play, I think it's all helped out."
The condensed schedule doesn't seem to be affecting him
much -- in fact, he might be thriving because of it.
"I was talking to 'Jumbo' Joe Thornton the other day and I
was like, 'we play four games a week for the next month!'"
Pavelski said. "He's like, 'You know how it is, you me and a
lot of these guys, we like to play games.' We like to practice,
too, but once the games are rolling, it's fun. You play a
game, you rest and recover the next day, and you get ready
to play again. It's why we love this game: to compete, to
perform. You show up every night, you might be a little tired,
but by the time warmups come, there's a lot of excitement to
just play."

had to battle on the back end. The other night Jack Ahcan
plays his first NHL game, we're calling on everybody right
now. It's just been a next-man-up type of mindset. Everyone
is just coming in and doing their job.
"It's been part of the culture here -- regardless of who is in
the lineup, we've always been deep, we've always felt like
we have everything we need within to win. It's been so
embodied this season."
2. I asked an NHL pro scout which available goalie he would
be most excited about getting, if his team were in the market
(they're not). He didn't hesitate: Jonathan Bernier. The 29year-old has battled hard for the Detroit Red Wings, with a
.918 save percentage for a not-very-good team. However, he
was injured in Thursday's win over the Stars, and the team
isn't sure of the severity. Goalie-hungry teams are monitoring
the situation.
"I would just say it's one of those injuries that could heal
quickly, or could take longer," coach Jeff Blashill said. "We're
just not sure."
3. I'll have more on the Carolina Hurricanes in a story later
this week, but first a positive development: goalie Petr
Mrazek is back at practice, and his return is imminent.
Mrazek, 29, had been sidelined since Jan. 30, and he
underwent surgery on his right thumb. He recently had the
pins removed, and once he's comfortable, he will return to
the lineup.

Emptying the notebook

Mrazek had only four starts this season, but he was
outstanding, posting a .955 save percentage while allowing
just three goals. Carolina soldiered on quite well without him
-- thanks in part to the emergence of 25-year-old Alex
Nedeljkovic -- but will be happy to welcome back their No. 1.
The Canes have lost three straight for the first time this
season, dropping them to third in the competitive Central
Division. Carolina is still within three points of division-leader
Tampa Bay, and has a comfortable 10-point lead over fourth
place.

1. The Boston Bruins are the latest team to hit a pause, with
two games postponed this week after four players landed on
the COVID protocol list. The team is hopeful to open its
practice facilities on Wednesday.

But injuries are starting to mount. Leading scorer Vincent
Trocheck (upper body) has been sidelined since March 11
and first-liner Teuvo Teravainen (concussion) has been out
since March 4.

The Bruins are in fourth place in the East Division, and
based on GM Don Sweeney's midseason press availability, it
sounds as if the team is interested in some offensive help to
address the scoring issues (through 28 games, Boston has
the fourth fewest 5-on-5 goals in the league). Though the
Bruins could still be looking to add a defenseman ahead of
the trade deadline, it's not as dire. That's largely because
McAvoy has inherited the No. 1 job seamlessly, and other
young blueliners have stepped into bigger roles. It's all the
more impressive considering the blue line is battling some
with injuries.

"I think most teams can recover from short-term injuries, but
when you have long-term injuries, that's tough," coach Rod
Brind'Amour told me on Friday. "We've had a few now this
year. With Petr out, somebody had to step up. Nedeljkovic
did a really good job. We've been fortunate guys have been
able to step up, because these are three really big shoes to
fill."

"I feel like going into the season, that was all anyone could
talk about -- it was like you lose Z [Zdeno Chara], you lose
Torey [Krug], like we're not going to be able to keep the puck
out of our net," McAvoy says. "And you've just seen
everyone step up by committee. I'm so proud to be a part of
it. To see the guys we've brought into the fold, to see
everyone really flourish, especially with the injuries we've

Three stars of the week
Mika Zibanejad, C, New York Rangers
First, Zibanejad became the only player besides Islanders
legend Bryan Trottier to record six points in a single period;
he was the offensive star of New York's wild 9-0 blowout of
Philly on Wednesday. (Trottier had been the sole holder of
that record for 42 years). Then, he followed that performance
by scoring the game winner against the Capitals with a
terrific individual effort:
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The 27-year-old, who slumped to begin the season, is
definitely taking a turn. In his own words: "I've been feeling
pretty good the last few weeks, l feel like myself again."
Philipp Grubauer, G, Colorado Avalanche
There is no goalie in the league right now as hot as
Grubauer, who picked up three wins (including his leagueleading fifth shoutout), posting a .985 save percentage along
the way. He also scored an assist, because, well, why not?
During Colorado's six-game winning streak, he has allowed
only three goals on 136 shots, a .977 save percentage.
One of Grubauer's appearances this week came in relief of
Hunter Miska (who allowed four goals on seven shots),
reinforcing that Colorado is very much looking for a
dependable backup, even beyond their deal to land Jonas
Johansson.
Connor McDavid, C, Edmonton Oilers
Another week, another dominant performance from the
Oilers captain (four goals, including two game winners and
four assists) in four games. He's now the fastest player to
reach 60 points since Mario Lemieux in 2002-03 (who also
did it in 34 team games).
A good time to re-up this story I did a few years ago to
remind you that despite outworldly efforts on the ice,
McDavid is in fact human.
What we liked this week
1. It had been 716 days since Thomas Hickey last played in
a regular-season NHL game. The 31-year-old defenseman
had been sidelined as the Islanders needed lineup spots for
their young blueliners. When the opportunity was there for
Hickey, he was injured.
But on Saturday, everything aligned for Hickey to get back in
an NHL game for the first time since May 3, 2019. He
notched two assists in a 6-1 Islanders win over the Flyers,
and called it "the best feeling I've had in a long time."
Hickey's journey hasn't been easy. He lost his older brother,
Dan, to brain cancer a little over a year ago. Dan, who lived
in Calgary, is survived by his wife and daughter, who is 2½.
"We've had a really rough go," Hickey said on Saturday. "I've
been thinking about my brother, always wanted to just do
good things while he was battling and fighting, and to show
him that you can play for him. I think that carries over, even
though he's not with us, that's in the back of your mind. ... It's
been a tough road, but I feel like it's worth it. It's worth that
wait."
2. We're happy to see Devante Smith-Pelly back in North
America, after signing a professional tryout contract with the
Ontario Reign of the AHL. Smith-Pelly, 28, was a big part of
the Capitals' 2018 Stanley Cup run. Smith-Pelly spent last
season with the Kunlun Red Star of the KHL.
3. It's been a frustrating season for the Anaheim Ducks, and
they're looking toward the future. The good news is that
there are some bright spots among the young core about
which fans should be excited. Jamie Drysdale (No. 6 pick of
2020 draft) and Trevor Zegras (No. 9 pick in 2019) both
scored their first NHL goals in the same game, an overtime
win against the Coyotes.

What we didn't like this week
1. We never like to see a coach lose his job, but a divorce for
the Sabres and Ralph Krueger became inevitable after
Buffalo's tailspin (its losing streak is now at 13 games with a
minus-33 goal differential).
The issues, of course, are not exclusive to coaching -- but
the Sabres can't answer for why they've cycled through so
many of them. Interim bench boss Don Granato is the
Sabres' seventh coach this decade. "I mean, I can see why
the decision was made," Rasmus Ristolainen, the eight-year
veteran said. "It's business. I've been here. I've seen so
many coaching changes, GM changes, but especially like
most of the coaching changes we've had here, I feel like it's
more about players. But you can't fire players, so then it's
always the coach having to take the blame."
Owners Terry and Kim Pegula want to win, and hopefully this
latest season of disappointment triggers some soulsearching. The Pegulas listened to league recommendations
on hires during their first few years in the league, but when
they didn't work out, they decided to go with people they
knew (hence, why Kevyn Adams, the longtime Sabres
employee, got the GM nod). But Adams needs help, and it
appears his first order of business is hiring an assistant GM.
As I wrote last week, the Sabres have serious challenges;
their scouting department was ravaged by cuts during the
pandemic. They have yet to fill a lot of those positions, and
they plan to lean heavily on video scouting this draft cycle.
The Sabres could have $34.95 million in cap space this
summer, according to Cap Friendly, with the contracts of
Taylor Hall, Carter Hutton, Jake McCabe, Brandon Montour,
Tobias Rieder, Riley Sheahan and Linus Ullmark all
potentially coming off the books. The Sabres have tried
throwing money at their problems in free agency in the past,
and that hasn't worked. It's time for a total reboot.
2. The Philadelphia Flyers are struggling. They have been
outscored by 13 goals over their past three games, which is
their worst goal differential over a three-game span since
November 2002. Of course, the 9-0 loss to the Rangers (and
their replacement coaching staff) was an embarrassing
clunker.
The uncomfortable thing to talk about in context of the Flyers
season: They just haven't been the same team since a bout
of COVID-19 hit the team and they were forced to go on
pause in early February. Since then, they've been a bottomfive team in the NHL, going 7-8-1, allowing 3.94 goals per
game -- second worst in the league (to Anaheim) -- in that
span. Carter Hart hasn't been himself (and is now at a
league-worst minus-17.61 goals saved above average, per
Natural Stat Trick), but the defense in front of him has way
too many breakdowns.
This week will be telling for GM Chuck Fletcher to assess
whether his team can be buyers at this year's deadline, or
would be better off standing pat, writing off this season as a
developmental one. Don't forget: the Flyers were one of the
most dominant teams in the second half of last season. From
the 2020 All-Star break to the pause in March, Philly went
14-4-1 and led all teams averaging 3.89 goals per game. A
similar turnaround is possible, and the playoffs are still very
much within reach.
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3. Timur Faizutdinov, the 19-year-old captain of Dynamo St.
Petersburg, died last week in Russia after being hit in the
head by a puck. The horrific accident sent shockwaves
across the hockey community. It was nice to see Evgeni
Malkin honor Faizutdinov with a decal on his helmet.
Unfortunately Malkin -- who was just starting to find his stride
this season -- is now listed as week-to-week with a lowerbody injury.
Top games on tap this week
Note: All times Eastern.
Thursday, March 25: New York Rangers at Philadelphia
Flyers 7 p.m. (ESPN+)
Uh, the last time these teams played, the Rangers won 9-0.
The rematch is essential viewing.
Thursday, March 25: Vegas Golden Knights at Colorado
Avalanche, 9 p.m.
The Avs are heating, riding a six-game winning streak, and
they're eyeing Vegas' top spot in the West. This also could
pit two of the most dominant goalies in the league right now,
Grubauer and Marc-Andre Fleury.

Coinciding with Colorado's resurgence: Cale Makar is back.
Saturday, March 27: Tampa Bay Lightning at Carolina
Hurricanes 7 p.m. (ESPN+)
The Central Division is top-heavy, and maybe the most
challenging in all of the NHL this season. The Canes have
three more games against the Lightning (they are 2-3 so far),
which could have a major impact on the standings.
According to the Elias Sports Bureau, Tampa Bay's .767
point percentage is tied for the fourth-highest through 30
games by a defending Stanley Cup champ, and highest
since the 1985-86 Oilers.
Social media post of the week
With goal No. 718 last week, Alex Ovechkin surpassed Phil
Esposito for No. 6 on the NHL's all-time goal-scoring list, and
with 720, he now trails Wayne Gretzky by just 174. The
tradition of players congratulating other players for breaking
their records will never grow old to me. (Gordie Howe
followed Gretzky on the road when Gretzky was poised to
break his record, and Gretzky has vowed to do the same for
Ovechkin).

NHL Power Rankings: Nathan MacKinnon and the Avalanche are surging
Can the Avs find sustained success with a healthy
MacKinnon?
By Pete Blackburn
When it comes to the Colorado Avalanche, a lack of
consistency has been a consistent point of frustration over
the past few years. They have the talent and capability of
looking like world-beaters on any given night, but they tend
to run a bit hot and cold.
Right now? They're hot and, if you're one of the lesser teams
in the West division, you don't want to find yourself in their
way.
As such, the Avalanche are big climbers in this week's NHL
Power Rankings. And it should come as no big shock that a
big reason for the Avs' recent success is one Nathan
MacKinnon, who has seemingly fought off some recent
health struggles to regain top form in limited minutes.
If Colorado is to find sustainable success and live up to
preseason expectations -- they were Stanley Cup favorites
coming into this campaign -- then they're going to need
MacKinnon healthy and at the top of his game, so things
have been trending in an encouraging direction in recent
weeks.
This week, they clock in at No.3 in the rankings, behind only
the Lightning and Golden Knights -- two teams that have

looked like legitimate power houses nearly all season long.
So, can Avs get comfortable in that spot? That's to be seen.
Rk

Teams

Chg Rcrd

Lightning

Yup, they're still here -- same
place they've been all season
long. Joe Smith of The Athletic
brought up an interesting
conversation this week: Should
we start thinking about Andrei
Vasilevskiy as a possible Hart
Trophy candidate?

--

236-2

2

Golden
Knights

They've won 11 of 14 and are
near the top of the league in
both offense and defense. They
continue to threaten Tampa's
-throne, but the Lightning just
won't relent enough to surrender
the top spot.

217-1

3

Avalanche

Nathan MacKinnon in on a tear,
racking up nine points (including 5
four goals) in his last five
games. Meanwhile, Colorado

198-2

1
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has won six in a row and eight of
their last 10.

4

5

6

7

8

9

Islanders

Panthers

Some fatigue may have caught
up to them after winning eight in
a row but they're still looking like -they might be the best team in
that East division.
Carter Verhaeghe continues to
emerge as a star for the
Panthers and now he's got eight 1
points (including four goals) in
his last seven games.

They've lost three in a row,
including one to the Red Wings
Hurricanes and two to the Blue Jackets.
That's...not great. Silver lining:
They did get two loser points.

they want to make a serious
playoff push. The good news?
They've still got seven games
against the Sabres.
208-4

3

Capitals

Their win streak was snapped at
seven games over the weekend
but they've still taken 11 of their -last 13 and are looking really
good.

207-4

Maple
Leafs

A major slide has been plaguing
the kings of the North and now
the throne is in danger of being
relinquished. They've lost six of 3
their last eight and if goaltending
wasn't a point of concern before,
it probably should be now.

Oilers

They're getting hot at the right
time and now they've got a
chance to overtake the
struggling Leafs. The big
3
question (and a familiar one for
Edmonton) is whether their
success is sustainable given the
lack of depth.

10 Wild

11 Bruins

1

They've course-corrected a bit
after surrendering ground in the 1
East but they're definitely going
to need to upgrade offensively if

12 Penguins

Another season in which the
Penguins are getting crushed by
injuries. Pittsburgh was finding a
bit of a resurgence before
1
Evgeni Malkin went down with
an injury that leaves his status in
doubt.

1911-2

13 Jets

Tough two-game set against the
Oilers to close out last week.
They seemed to lack killer
instinct and left at least three
2
points on the table. Can't
continue to happen if they want
to maximize their playoff
chances.

1811-2

207-4

207-3

They had a full head of steam
heading into two dates with the
Avalanche before getting
thoroughly humbled by
Colorado. They've got to hope
the Matt Dumba injury isn't too
serious.

Chg Rcrd

2010-2

2113-0

1810-1

168-4

They continue to work on
climbing their way out of the
14 Canadiens hole they dug for themselves but 2
they haven't won consecutive
games since February 1-2.

148-9

15 Blues

The Blues have been just kind of
hanging out in the middle of
things but they're still
comfortably in a playoff spot and -waiting to get a number of key
players back. You've got to cut
them some slack.

1610-5

16 Rangers

Their 9-0 win over the Flyers
was one of the most impressive
ass-kickings I've ever witnessed
in professional sports in my
3
lifetime. That alone is worth
bumping them up a few slots,
especially if Mika Zibanejad has
been jumpstarted.

1313-4

17 Flyers

Just no way I could put them
above the Rangers after that
bloodbath last week.

3

1511-3

18 Canucks

They've won seven of their last
10 but still finding ways to leave
points on the table. If they can
5
clean things up then they might
be able to make some noise
down the stretch.

1616-3
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Rk

Teams

19 Stars

20 Flames

Chg Rcrd
They continue to be
extraordinarily frustrating. Even
when they play well they still
manage to find ways to lose.
They should be the fourth
playoff team in the Central but
they can't finish games.

2

The Darryl Sutter era is
underway and things are only
2
looking slightly more promising.

I've spent the entire season
waiting for the floor to fall out on
the surprising Hawks and it
21 Blackhawks appears the slide may be
4
underway. They've lost four
straight and are now out of a
playoff spot.

22 Coyotes

The only really exciting thing
about this team right now is the
fact that they seem willing to
move almost anyone at the
deadline. There could be an
organizational shift kick-started
midway through the campaign.

23 Kings

With the emergence of Cal
Petersen, I wonder if the Kings
could convince someone to take
Jonathan Quick off their hands 1
at a reduced price. If not, you
wonder if he'll be headed to
Seattle after this season.

24

Blue
Jackets

They've won a few games and,
as incredible as it sounds,
they're currently in the playoff
picture. That says more about
the Central than it does
Columbus, though.

2

2

Rk

Teams

25 Devils

Has Kyle Palmieri packed his
bags yet?

--

1114-4

26 Sharks

The need to reset has been
officially acknowledged, so now
it's time to find out who's going 2
to be on the way out in the initial
waves.

1114-4

27 Predators

I'd imagine this team is going to
start looking pretty different, for
better or for worse, in the
-coming weeks. Wouldn't be
surprised if they got a head start
on selling at the deadline.

1417-1

28 Ducks

Trevor Zegras scored his first
NHL goal, it was beautiful and it
came on a feed from fellow good -American boy, Troy Terry. What
more could you want?

917-6

1010-8

1514-3

1413-5

1313-5

There's nothing really exciting
29 Red Wings happening here right now. Is it
the trade deadline yet?

--

1018-4

30 Senators

"Big Time Timmy Jim" Stutzle
continues to skyrocket up the list
of must-watch talents in the
NHL. Very excited to see where -he'll be in a few years, and
hopefully the Sens will be
relevant by then.

1020-3

31 Sabres

Ralph Krueger is out and one
would have to imagine he's just
the first. Things are an
-unmitigated disaster (13 straight
losses) and they may just have
to blow the entire thing up.

619-4

1311-6

1312-7

Chg Rcrd
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They said it: Brind’Amour, Skjei, Fast post practice
Rod Brind’Amour, Brady Skjei and Jesper Fast spoke to the
media following Sunday’s practice.
By Andrew Schnittker
The Hurricanes currently find themselves looking to get back
in the win column after a three-game losing streak (albeit
with the last two coming in overtime).
Rod Brind’Amour, Brady Skjei and Jesper Fast spoke to the
media after practice Sunday, here’s a full breakdown of
everything they had to say:
On Petr Mrazek: That’s a better question for him. He’s got to
feel that he can play and contribute a the level that he needs
to. It’s just a good sign that we got him back out there. I
certainly don’t think he’s playing anytime soon, but this is the
first step here now. I think you get him into practice, get him
used to NHL shooters, the pace and all that. I think we’re
moving in the right direction.
On facing adversity: It’s all how you look at things. Pretty
hard to be down on a group that played a really good game
last night. We played exactly how we had to. For all intents
and purposes, easily could have looked at it as we won that
game. That’s the way I’m looking at it. It’s a freaky thing that
happened, some weird things that happened. To lose in
overtime and the shootouts, that’s your talent show at the
end, and we’re obviously missing a couple talented players.
I’m not too concerned about that.
On Vincent Trocheck: He’s not close. It was nice to get him
in the mix and be around the team. He’s a great teammate
and has got a lot of energy. I think it’s just good for him and
the guys to be together. This is the only team they can do it
is when they’re on the ice. That’s really all that was going on
there.
Brady Skjei
On playing with Brett Pesce: I think [Pesce] is an
unbelievable player. I think he’s a very underrated
defenseman in this league. He makes my job a lot easier.
We just try to communicate and we’re focused on defense
first. I don’t think we’re expected to put up a bunch of points.
When we can contribute, we try but we’re just trying to
continue to get better each day.
On Andrei Svechnikov scoring: It was great. He’s a special
player. I think that he’s not going to have scoring goals and

scoring droughts. His work ethic’s unbelievable. It seems like
he’s always shooting pucks, staying on the ice after. It was
nice to see him get one and hopefully some more moving
forward.
On a fun practice and seeing Petr Mrazek back out there: It
was great. It was nice to see him in full practice and taking
shots. The practice itself was great. Before practice, we were
playing soccer. We felt loose. We know we put in a good
effort last night, just came up a little short. We just want to
build off that and we can bring that same work ethic, same
mentality into these next couple games and hopefully the
result will be a little different.
On the ‘dog days’ of the season: Obviously it’s a lot of games
in not many days, so you really want to stay on top of your
body and maintenance. Our athletic training staff has done a
great job with me and everyone on the team with trying to
keep us on top of it. I think the guys feel good, feel amped up
and hopefully just get back in the win column.
On his play: I’d love to score. That’s one thing that it’s been a
while. I’ve had chances. I think it’s going to come here
hopefully soon. I’ve got to play smart, play simple and be
good with the puck. Those chances will keep coming, and I
think I’ll be able to capitalize on a few more going forward.
Jesper Fast
On the power play: I think every time we go out there, we
have a plan. Everyone knows what to do and what to expect.
I think just being on the same page helps. It’s a big part,
special teams, so we’ve got to keep playing good in these
situations.
On a spirited practice and getting Petr Mrazek back on the
ice: Of course, you need to have fun out there. I think today
was a good day to compete a little bit, have a little laugh. Of
course, it was a tough game yesterday. I feel like we played
a good game, it was a tight game, a hard-fought game. So
today was fun to compete against each other a little bit.
Seeing Petr out there again is great. He had such a good
start. He’s a big part of this team, so it’s very fun to see him
out there.
On playing Columbus two more times: We have an
opportunity to get them back. Of course, losing two straight
in overtime doesn’t feel that good. So it’s great to have the
opportunity to bounce back against them.
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Carolina Hurricanes at Columbus Blue Jackets: Game Preview and Storm Advisory
The Hurricanes will look to get back in the win column and
get revenge against the Blue Jackets after back-to-back
overtime losses.

Category

Hurricanes

Blue Jackets

By Zeke Lukow

PIM/Game

07:24

06:48

Carolina Hurricanes (20-7-3) vs. Columbus Blue Jackets (1312-7)

Goaltender #1

2021 Regular Season Game 31
Monday, March 23, 2021 - 7:00 p.m. ET
PNC Arena — Raleigh, NC

Category

James Reimer

Joonas Korpisalo

Record

12-4-1

8-9-5

Save %

0.909

.900

Follow Canes Country on Social Media

GAA

2.68

2.97

Twitter @CanesCountry
Facebook Canes Country
Instagram @canescountrypix

Goaltender #2

Watch: Fox Sports Carolinas
Listen: 99.9 The Fan
SBN Opposition: The Cannon

Coming off a pair of painful overtime losses to the Blue
Jackets, the Hurricanes will look to get back in the win
column, snap a three-game skid and get a measure of
revenge.

Category

Alex Nedeljkovic

Elvis Merzlikins

Record

6-2-2

5-3-2

The Hurricanes currently have a game in hand on both
Florida teams, which Monday’s game represents with neither
of those teams playing. With the Canes currently a point
back of Florida for second and five back of Tampa Bay for
the Central lead, this will be an important game.

Save %

.926

.912

GAA

2.16

2.91

Let’s take a look at how these two match up for game three:

Game Notes

Vital Statistics
Category

Hurricanes

Blue Jackets

Record

20-7-3

13-12-7

Goals/Game

3.23

2.63

Goals Against/Game

2.57

3.13

Shots/Game

31.63

29.00

Face Off Win %

54.5%

46.1%

Power Play % (Rank)

31.2% (1st)

15.4% (25th)

Penalty Kill % (Rank)

82.3% (9th)

73.3% (27th)

ES Corsi For %

53.06%

46.12%

ES PDO

100.64

99.70



Dougie Hamilton has registered at least a point in
11 straight games, which ties Mark Howe for the
franchise record for a point streak by a
defenseman. He’ll be looking to set a new record
tonight.



If Hamilton scores the goal that was ultimately
denied him in Saturday’s offsides review in
overtime, it’ll be his 100th career tally.



Martin Necas will play his 100th career NHL game
tonight.



While they’ve had three losses to Columbus this
season, Carolina has largely been successful
against its former Metropolitan rivals in recent
memory, with a 16-8-7 record in the last 31 games
against the Jackets.



Alex Nedeljkovic is likely to start in net for the
Hurricanes tonight. He made his first start of the
season in Columbus on Feb. 8, making 19 saves in
a 3-2 loss. The Ohio native also made his first
career NHL appearance in Columbus in relief of
Cam Ward during the 2016-17 season.
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Tuesday’s game postponed
The American Hockey League announced Sunday that the
Chicago Wolves game scheduled for Tuesday night at Grand
Rapids has been postponed due to league COVID-19
protocols affecting the Wolves.
This contest, along with the March 19 game between
Chicago and Grand Rapids that was postponed Thursday,
will be rescheduled.

The Central Division-leading Wolves are slated to return to
the ice at 7 p.m. Saturday, March 27, when they host the
Rockford IceHogs at the Wolves Training Facility in Hoffman
Estates. All Wolves games can be seen on AHLTV. The
league offers multiple subscription packages at AHLTV.com.

TODAY’S LINKS
https://www.newsobserver.com/sports/nhl/carolina-hurricanes/article250099869.html
https://theathletic.com/2443923/2021/03/22/the-hurricanes-have-dropped-three-straight-how-concerned-should-they-and-fans-be/
https://theathletic.com/2467802/2021/03/22/dgb-weekend-rankings-back-to-officially-being-terrified-of-the-avalanche/
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/canes-keep-it-loose-after-weird-shootout-loss/c-322767514
https://www.nhl.com/hurricanes/news/gameday-preview-carolina-hurricanes-columbus-blue-jackets/c-322779794
https://www.nhl.com/news/brothers-in-nhl-adjusting-to-covid-19-protocols-guidelines/c-322764852
https://apnews.com/article/columbus-sebastian-aho-carolina-hurricanes-oliver-bjorkstrand-nhl-c0051b951bd24d1cb01816394f644b42
https://www.espn.com/nhl/story/_/id/31108374/the-nhl-best-worst-week-joe-pavelski-post-career-plans-running-sports-media-company
https://www.cbssports.com/nhl/news/sabres-fire-head-coach-ralph-krueger-following-teams-12th-consecutive-loss/
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/21/22343165/carolina-hurricanes-rod-brindamour-brady-skjei-jesper-fast
https://www.canescountry.com/2021/3/22/22343952/carolina-hurricanes-storm-advisory-3-22-21-nhl-news-daily-links-and-roundup
https://www.chicagowolves.com/2021/03/21/tuesdays-game-postponed/
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Carolina Hurricanes

But a scoring burst from Svechnikov, something like his start to the
season when he had six goals in the first eight games, could remedy
that. And he’s capable of it.

Canes’ Andrei Svechnikov happy to score, unhappy about overtime
mistake

Canes coach Rod Brind’Amour said Svechnikov’s goal Saturday should
be a “weight off his shoulders.”

BY CHIP ALEXANDER

“It really doesn’t affect the way I think he has been playing,” Brind’Amour
said in the postgame. “But for him it’s a big weight. He puts a lot of
pressure on himself.

MARCH 21, 2021 09:50 AM,

Just when it appeared it might be Andrei Svechnikov’s night, it wasn’t.
The Carolina Hurricanes’ winger scored in the second period — finally —
giving the Canes a 1-0 lead Saturday over the Columbus Blue Jackets.
There was a palpable sense of relief after Svechnikov battled his way
into position in front of the net and then batted a rebound into the net —
for the player, for his teammates, for many of those in attendance at PNC
Arena.
Svechnikov has been caught up in the first serious scoring slump of his
three-year NHL career, not producing a 5-on-5 goal since Feb. 4 and had
only two goals — a power-play marker and empty-net goal — in the 21
games before Saturday. The frustration built.
But there he was, scoring at even strength, knocking in a rebound,
smiling, punching the air. On Thursday, after a loss to Columbus, he
came back on the ice an hour or so after the game, alone, taking shots,
still working. That translated into the real thing — a puck in the net.

“We want him to score and we obviously need him to score. But that
doesn’t necessarily gauge if he’s playing well or not.”
SVECHNIKOV STILL HAS THINGS TO LEARN
As for the offside call, Brind’Amour said it was another teachable moment
for Svechnikov, who will turn 21 on March 26.
“He’ll learn from this one. Take the extra second, make sure,”
Brind’Amour said, “It’s a 4-on-3 (power play). No reason to get excited. I
don’t think you’ll see him do that again.”
After the morning skate on Saturday, Brind’Amour and captain Jordan
Staal talked about Svechnikov, about his scoring struggles, of how he
would handle it.
“I’m going to talk to him about just trying to enjoy it,” Brind’Amour said.
“Take the pressure off. He’s going to put pressure on himself. Regardless
of what you say it doesn’t matter. He wants to excel. It’s just about trying
to ease his mind and go have fun and let the chips fall where they may.”

“For sure when you score you have more confidence,” Svechnikov said
after the game. “Especially, I had so many chances in the last game. But
even when you score you lost this game. It’s kind of bad.”

Staal said Svechnikov was getting plenty of scoring chances and
continued to work hard to get them. Despite those chances, Svechnikov’s
goal Saturday was just his fourth this season scored 5-on-5, a bit mindboggling given his skills and strength, his ability to muscle his way to and
around the net, his quick instincts.

The top storyline Saturday would not be “Svechnikov goal helps Canes
win.” It’s never that easy in the NHL, and never that easy when the
Canes play the Blue Jackets, a gritty lot.

Svechnikov had 24 goals and 61 points in 68 games last season before
the 2019-20 season was suspended because of the pandemic. His goal
Saturday was his ninth in 30 games this season.

The Blue Jackets won 3-2 in a shootout, and they did so after
Svechnikov was ruled offside on an overtime power play moments before
Dougie Hamilton drilled an apparent winning shot that had PNC Arena
jumping and the Canes players mobbing Hamilton.

“I’m not worried about him,” Staal said after the skate Saturday. “He
understands what it takes. He gets it. Squeezing the stick a little less
would be best. But he’ll be just fine.”

“I think I just got too excited,” Svechnikov said. “I should be more patient.
But it’s hockey. It happens.”
Svechnikov then had a chance to end the shootout in the third round. But
he didn’t get a shot on net, going wide right on his attempt. That allowed
Patrik Laine the chance to score and extend the shootout for Columbus
and Oliver Bjorkstrand a chance to win it after Nino Niederreiter failed to
score for Carolina.
The Canes (20-7-3) now have a three-game winless streak and their
scoring has dried up of late — two goals in each of the past four games
— as they continue to grapple with the loss of Vincent Trocheck. The
center, who has missed five games with an upper-body injury, returned to
practice Sunday in a yellow, no-contact jersey.

OF NOTE: MRAZEK RETURNS
Goalie Petr Mrazek, who has missed most of the season following thumb
surgery, returned to practice Sunday at PNC Arena, jumping in with
James Reimer and Alex Nedeljkovic and taking some shots.
“I don’t think he’s playing anytime soon,” Brind’Amour said. “This is a first
step, getting him back in practice, getting used to NHL shooters, the
pace. We’re moving in the right direction.”
CAROLINA HURRICANES VS COLUMBUS BLUE JACKETS
When: Monday, 7 p.m.
Where: Nationwide Arena, Columbus, Ohio.
TV: FSCR.
News Observer LOADED: 03.22.2021
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Columbus Blue Jackets

Takeaways from Blue Jackets' thriller in Carolina include karma,
redemption and Laine's laser

Brian Hedger

teammates. Merzlikins returned to the net and Jones skated back to the
penalty box, where he’d been for a high-sticking minor.
“It’s special, even when ‘Patty’ (Laine) told me it was 100% sure that it
was offside,” Merzlikins said. “It was a little bit hard to get back mentally
into the game right away, because you understand there is again going
to be box play (short-handed time) and they’re going to be more mad
than before. We (had a) huge penalty kill, which is awesome, great, and
... yeah, I’m happy for the win.”
Tap dance

Oliver Bjorkstrand (28) scores the winning goal in the fourth round of a
shootout Saturday night against the Carolina Hurricanes goaltender
James Reimer (47), giving the Blue Jackets a 3-2 victory at PNC Arena
in Raleigh, N.C.
Those who believe in “puck luck” and “hockey gods” knew it would
happen eventually for the Blue Jackets.
After losing a point last year and again this season on a pair of errors by
off-ice officials in their own arena, the Jackets seemed due for a little
good fortune. It happened Saturday night in Raleigh, N.C., where Seth
Jones' tying goal late in the third period began a wild overtime that led to
an exciting 3-2 shootout victory for the Jackets over the Carolina
Hurricanes – their first sweep this season of a two-game set against the
same team.
There was an incredible diving glove save by Blue Jackets goalie Elvis
Merzlikins in OT, a power-play goal by Hurricanes defenseman Dougie
Hamilton, a review that overturned that goal, a frenzy to end OT and a
shootout that ended with the Blue Jackets overcoming a 1-0 deficit on
goals by Patrik Laine and Oliver Bjorkstrand.
Fate had finally met karma in the Blue Jackets' favor.
“We were at the end of the vine a couple of times at the end,” Blue
Jackets coach John Tortorella said, “but we found a way.”
Here are the takeaways:
Flipping the script
The NHL botched a review for offside on Vincent Trocheck's goal late in
the second period of the Hurricanes’ 6-5 victory Feb. 7 at Nationwide
Arena.
The league allowed it to stand despite replays showing the play
preceding the goal was offside and the only recourse for the Blue Jackets
was having their remaining penalty time for a failed coach’s challenge
wiped out between periods.
It contributed to a one-goal victory for the Hurricanes that should’ve given
the Jackets at least a point in overtime and was the second time in the
past two seasons they'd been felled by an off-ice official at Nationwide
Arena — after a clock error late in OT last season negated Zach
Werenski’s bid for an OT buzzer-beater in a shootout loss.
The NHL got it right this time during a mandatory review following all OT
goals, but Tortorella’s blood pressure rose when he saw the on-ice
officials leaving after Hamilton scored.
“For a couple seconds there, I thought we lost the game,” he said. “But
(the NHL) had full control of it. They knew what was going to go on. It
was just making sure we got the refs’ attention and I’m sure the league
would’ve … remember, we ran into a couple problems with this before.”

A moment before sending the game to OT with his third goal in the past
two games, Jones gave the ice a tap with his stick in the right circle.
Laine, who had to reclaim his own stick after it was knocked out of his
hands along the boards, calmly gathered the puck and sent a cross-ice
feed through a narrow passing lane. Jones, who won the game Thursday
against the Hurricanes in OT, beat Reimer to the far side.
“I saw the passing lane from Patty to me,” Jones said. “I tried to put
myself in that lane and Patty’s got great vision — he put it right on my
tape.”
Laine’s laser
Laine has only one goal in the past 12 games, officially, but his shootout
goal in the third round was huge. It tied the shootout at one goal apiece
and extended it beyond the usual three rounds.
Rather than attempting a move, the hulking Finnish sharpshooter
barreled straight down the ice and pumped a hard wrist shot over
Reimer’s left pad. Bjorkstrand ended it in the next round.
"Patty's had a tough time finding the net," Tortorella said. "He has a great
chance in the third period. I don't think Reimer sees it. I just hits him. It's
been a little bit of a struggle and he scores a big (shootout) goal for us."
Bjorkstrand’s bankshot
Jones wasn’t the only Blue Jacket who scored a tying goal in the third,
which was bookended by Columbus equalizers.
Bjorkstrand knotted it 1-1 just 39 seconds into the period with his 11th
goal of the season, which he scored from outside the right post while
drifting away from the net. His short wrist shot over Reimer’s body
bounced into the net over the sprawled goaltender after deflecting off
Hamilton’s shinpad in front of the crease.
It was a perfect bankshot.
“I got a little too wide,” Bjorkstrand said. “When you get too wide, it was a
tough angle, so I knew it wasn’t going to go straight in … and I figured
there was going to be traffic. So, you just kind of try to throw it in there.
This time it took a nice bounce.”
Columbus Dispatch LOADED: 03.22.2021
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Columbus Blue Jackets

Oliver Bjorkstrand leading Blue Jackets' offensively, regardless of his
spot in the lineup

Brian Hedger

Redemption granted
Tortorella and his assistants knew Hamilton’s goal would likely be
overturned thanks to radio communications with video coach Dan
Singleton and assistant Kenny McCudden, but a couple of Blue Jackets
players didn’t know and trudged back to the locker room.

Oliver Bjorkstrand, here moving a puck in a game against Dallas last
weekend, has displayed the kind of versatility to allows coach John
Tortorella to move him throughout the lineup.

Merzlikins was halfway down the tunnel and Jones was almost to the
locker room door at PNC Arena before they were called back by

Some NHL teams have their forward lines set in stone. They put the
same players together, game after game, and that consistency often
results in consistent results.
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The Blue Jackets are not one of those teams, and Oliver Bjorkstrand isn’t
one of those forwards.
Blue Jackets: Second chance in OT allows Jackets to down Hurricanes
in shootout thriller
Yet the 25-year-old Bjorkstrand, who leads the Jackets with 27 points,
produces offensively despite bouncing around in coach John Tortorella’s
lineup.
“Yeah,” Tortorella said, “and he plays left wing, right wing ...”
In other words, Bjorkstrand has developed into the kind of forward a
tinkering coach values. He’s as dangerous at right wing on the third line
as he is at left wing on the top unit, which says a lot about Bjorkstrand’s
talent and how his career has unfolded.
This is his sixth NHL season, all with Tortorella and the Jackets, and he’s
accustomed to being jostled all over the lineup. This season alone,
Bjorkstrand has played on all four lines and flipped wings a couple of
times.
That’s a bigger deal than it might sound, simply because the righthanded Bjorkstrand always has preferred playing right wing. Adding his
“off” side at left wing gives Tortorella more options and it has meant more
time for Bjorkstrand among the “top six” forwards.
Bjorkstrand’s 11 goals and 16 assists, after scoring a tying goal in the
third period of the Jackets' 4-3 shootout win Saturday against the
Carolina Hurricanes, is proof that his flexibility is paying off.
He even scored the deciding goal of that shootout in Raleigh, N.C.
“It’s been a juggling act for us all year long, as far as trying to consistently
get a couple offensive lines, and we’ve had to move people around,”
Tortorella said. “(Bjorkstrand) has the ability. He has turned into a really
good pro and a very versatile guy in who he plays with and which side he
plays on. That’s a credit to him.”
Doing that while skating outside the top two lines is the biggest
challenge, but Bjorkstrand has gained plenty of experience doing it,
including mid-game changes like the one Tortorella initiated in a 3-2
overtime win Thursday against the Hurricanes.
Bjorkstrand notched the second three-assist game of his NHL career
despite being moved off a top line that had Nick Foligno at center and
Patrik Laine on the right wing.
“I feel like every year I gain more experience,” Bjorkstrand said. “I
understand the game better. I’m kind of used to being on different lines
and I’ve been here for a while now, so I know every player pretty well.
So, when lines get changed, I feel comfortable pretty fast and I think that
helps me.”
It wasn’t always that way.
Bjorkstrand struggled with the juggling in his first couple of seasons, but
that changed in 2018-19, when he finished with an extended hot streak
that pushed him past 20 goals for the first time with a career-high 23.
He followed up with 21 goals last season despite playing in 28 fewer
games because of injuries, and is on pace for 18 goals and 29 assists in
this 56-game season.
“First few years, it’s a learning curve a little bit, trying to find your spot on
the team and just get better as a player and learning how to play within
the system,” Bjorkstrand said. “I feel like every year I learn stuff and just
try to get better … I think I know what I am and what I need to do to be
successful.”
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Blue Jackets’ Sunday Gathering: Top prospect arriving soon, sellers no
more, etc.

By Aaron Portzline Mar 21, 2021

COLUMBUS, Ohio — A collection of notes, insights, ruminations and didyou-knows gathered throughout the week that was for the Blue Jackets:
T-minus Tarasov
Over the past couple of weeks, we had on-again, off-again conversations
with NHL goaltending coaches, current and former. With the Blue Jackets
likely to trade either Joonas Korpisalo or Elvis Merzlikins, they were
asked which goalie they’d keep.
Two coaches picked Korpisalo, citing his consistency, athleticism and
demeanor. “You know what you’re getting,” one said. “Not too many
highs and lows.”
Two others picked Merzlikins, predicting that his talent ceiling is higher
than Korpisalo’s. “The guy plays with enormous passion,” a coach said.
“He can lift an entire team up like that.”
The fifth went off the board: Daniil Tarasov.
“I know he wasn’t one of the choices,” the goalie coach texted. “But I
think he’s going to be the guy (in Columbus) before you know it.”
One reason the Blue Jackets are expected to trade either Korpisalo or
Merzlikins in the coming months is that both are set to become
unrestricted free agents when their contracts expire after next season.
But the other reason is Tarasov, a 6-foot-5, 185-pounder whom the Blue
Jackets drafted in the third round (No. 86 overall) in 2017. How soon
Tarasov reaches the NHL will be determined by his play, of course, but
he could be in North American before the end of the month.
The idea that Tarasov is going to leapfrog either Korpisalo and Merzlikins
on the depth chart anytime soon might be a bit far-fetched. But Tarasov
might be the Blue Jackets’ top prospect, and his time is nigh.
Tarasov was loaned by the Blue Jackets to Salavat Yulaev of the KHL in
September, allowing him to return to the Russian club that helped
develop him and to keep active while much of the hockey world shut
down due to COVID-19.
As soon as Salavat Yulaev’s season ends, Tarasov — who signed an
entry-level deal with Columbus in May 2019 — will head to North
America, beginning play with the Blue Jackets’ AHL affiliate in Cleveland.
Tarasov, who turns 22 Saturday, could be on a plane soon. Salavat
Yulaev trails Ak Bars 2-0 in a best-of-seven series, with Game 3 set for
Sunday and Game 4 scheduled for Tuesday.
Tarasov has had a strong season in Russia, going 11-3-2 and finishing
top 10 in the league with a .925 save percentage and 2.07 goals-against
average. He’s played in only one postseason game, stopping all nine
shots he faced after coming on in relief of veteran Juha Metsola midway
through Game 1.
“When he’s playing well, he’s playing really big,” said one Eastern
Conference coach who said he has yet to see Tarasov live. But he’s
seen plenty of video.
“There’s not a lot of net to look at for shooters because his positioning is
really sound, really textbook. He’s had good coaching, you can tell. He
can move and make the acrobatic save, but he’s one of those goalies
that makes it look easy.”
One coach brushed aside the lofty comparisons of Tarasov to Tampa
Bay’s Andrei Vasilevskiy, also a towering Russian. “Similar size and
skill,” he said. “But he doesn’t have the same natural explosiveness (as
Vasilevskiy).”
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Another compared him to Nashville’s Pekka Rinne.
The Blue Jackets began preparing for Tarasov’s arrival last week. The
trade of goaltender Veini Vehvilainen to Toronto for defenseman Mikko
Lehtonen was swung, in part, to clear the glut of goaltenders at AHL
Cleveland.
When Tarasov arrives, he’ll share the pipes in Cleveland with Matiss
Kivlenieks, while Cam Johnson fulfills the club’s taxi-squad obligation.
As long as Korpisalo and Merzlikins are healthy and the Blue Jackets are
in the hunt for a playoff spot, it’s unlikely that Tarasov will see any NHL
action this season. Neither of those is a given, of course, but the first step
will be to see how he fares in the AHL.
While the Blue Jackets are awaiting his arrival, the story of how Tarasov
joined the organization deserves a retelling.
Former Blue Jackets goaltending coach Ian Clark, now working for the
Vancouver Canucks, took notice of Tarasov when he scouted the 2016
World U-18 Junior Championships in Bismarck, N.D.
When Tarasov missed the entire 2016-17 season following knee surgery,
he fell off the scouting radars of many NHL clubs. But not the Blue
Jackets.
In 2016, goaltender Sergei Bobrovsky was in his prime with the Blue
Jackets. Bobrovsky and Tarasov are from Novokuznetsk, a city of
550,000 in southwestern Siberia. Bobrovsky’s favorite goaltender as a
child was none other than Vadim Tarasov, Daniil’s father.
Vadim Tarasov had a brief stint in the American Hockey League
(Quebec, 2001-02), but otherwise spent his entire career playing in the
top Russian leagues, where he was named the top goaltender three
times. His first six seasons were spent with Novokuznetsk, where young
Bobrovsky was his biggest fan.

“We talked about it,” Tortorella said. “It’s a very important part of our
schedule here in the second half of March. We’ve had conversations
about that. We’re not looking too far ahead, but we did have to broach
the subject.
“Certainly, you start off the four-game thing here with Carolina with a
couple of wins, that’s good for us. We just have to take it day by day. The
foundation of this group understands that. We’ve been in this situation
before, where you’re on the outside looking in and you just take it day by
day and play your best.”
The conversations involving outside parties have changed, too.
By all indications, Kekalainen hadn’t hung a “for sale” sign on his roster
just yet, but the vultures were circling for his unrestricted free agents —
forwards Nick Foligno and Riley Nash, and defensemen David Savard
and Michael Del Zotto.
But Kekalainen began making it clear to other GMs earlier in the week
that he wasn’t in full-on sell mode yet. It seems he took the same
approach with his roster that he took with Tortorella two weeks earlier
when he extended a vote of confidence.
He trusted them to find a way out of their funk and start playing better.
Ollie’s ice time
Right winger Oliver Bjorkstrand is tied for the club lead in goals (11) and
is tops in assists (16) and points (27). He’s one of the most relentless
skaters and hardest workers on the team and owns one of the NHL’s
most lethal wrist shots.
But Bjorkstrand is sixth among Blue Jackets’ forwards in ice time,
drawing 16:57 per game. Incredibly, despite all of the losses this club has
endured at forward, Bjorkstrand is playing about one minute less this
season than he did last season (17:56).

Three years after he retired, Vadim Tarasov was coaching in Ufa,
Russia, and he’d developed a friendship with Clark during Clark’s many
scouting trips to Russia.

Ahead of Bjorkstrand on the TOI chart are: Cam Atkinson (18:34), Patrik
Laine (18:18), Nick Foligno (18:03), Boone Jenner (17:24) and Jack
Roslovic (17:02). Imagine if Gustav Nyquist were healthy.

The Blue Jackets had a direct path to Tarasov, so they knew the
specifics of Daniil Tarasov’s surgery, how his rehabilitation was going, et
cetera. The reports were glowing, and Clark, who had a considerable
voice in the front office with general manager Jarmo Kekalainen and
then-president John Davidson, urged them to draft Tarasov.

It’s nothing new, really.
Bjorkstrand was the Blue Jackets’ leading goal scorer (21) last season,
even though he was out of the lineup twice with extended injuries. He
finished fourth on the club in ice time, trailing Foligno, Jenner and
Nyquist.

Kekalainen didn’t have a first-round pick that season. It had been dealt to
Vegas in the ill-fated trade ahead of the expansion draft. The secondround pick (No. 45) was spent on Alexandre Texier. In the third round,
Clark got his wish and the Blue Jackets selected Tarasov.

In 2018-19, Bjorkstrand had his breakout season with 23 goals.
Remarkably, he was 11th among the forwards that season with 12:02 per
game.

Almost four years later, they’re about to start reaping the benefits.

Since the start of the 2017-18 season, when Bjorkstrand became an NHL
regular:

Hold the phones
Ten days ago, the Blue Jackets were seven points out of the final playoff
spot, coach John Tortorella’s job status was being called into question,
and Kekalainen was a widely anticipated “seller” at the April 12 trade
deadline.
Well, now. Things have changed a bit.
The Blue Jackets’ finger-still-twitching win on Saturday in Carolina moved
them into the fourth and final playoff spot in the Central Division, a
tiebreaker (regulation wins) ahead of the Chicago Blackhawks.
On March 12, the Blue Jackets were seven points behind Chicago. But
they closed the gap in eight days, moving back into the division’s top four
for the first time since Feb. 12.
As a result, the conversations have changed.
Inside the organization, tough conversations were had about how to
handle the rest of the season. Should the Blue Jackets turn it over to the
prospects and endure growing pains, or ride this out with the veterans?

• only one Blue Jackets player has scored more goals — Atkinson with
88, while Bjorkstrand and the now-departed Pierre-Luc Dubois have 66.
• only one Blue Jackets player (minimum 50 games) has averaged more
points (five-on-five) per 60 minutes of playing time — Artemi Panarin
averaged 2.53, while Bjorkstrand is at 2.15.
• only one Blue Jackets player (again, minimum 50 games) has averaged
more goals (five-on-five) per 60 minutes — Atkinson averages 1.08,
versus Bjorkstrand’s 1.06.
But in those three-plus seasons, Bjorkstrand’s average ice time is only
14:46. Among forwards who have spent at least one full season in a Blue
Jackets sweater, that ranks ninth.
The week ahead
Monday: vs. Carolina, 7 p.m.
Thursday: vs. Carolina, 7 p.m.
Saturday: at Detroit, 3 p.m.
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Snacks
• The Blue Jackets got a huge break late in Saturday’s outrageous win
over Carolina. In the final minute of regulation, Patrik Laine lost his stick
after a collision with a Hurricanes player. Jack Roslovic, further up the
wall, used his stick to poke Laine’s back in the direction of the Finnish
winger, allowing him to pick it up just before the puck was sent back in
his direction. The play should have been blown dead immediately by
officials for a minor penalty. Instead, seconds later, Laine fed Seth Jones
for a score in the final minute of regulation that forced overtime.
• The penalty Roslovic committed is rule 10.3 of the NHL’s rulebook. The
third paragraph covers it: “A player who has lost or broken his stick may
receive a replacement stick by having one handed to him from his own
players’ bench, by having one handed to him by a teammate on the ice
or by picking up his own unbroken stick or that of a teammate from the
ice. A player will be penalized if he throws, tosses, slides or shoots a
stick to a teammate on the ice, or if he picks up and plays with an
opponent’s stick. A player may not participate in the play using a
goalkeeper’s stick. A minor penalty shall be imposed for an infraction of
this rule.”
• Saturday’s win marked the 1,500th point of Tortorella’s coaching career.
He also moved past the recently fired Claude Julien with his 668th win,
leaving him four short of matching Mike Keenan (672) for 12th on the alltime list.
• Congrats are in order for Don Granato, who played and coached for the
Columbus Chill and this week was named interim coach of the Buffalo
Sabres. Not an easy situation with the Sabres, certainly, and probably
not the way Granato envisioned getting his first NHL head coaching gig.
But Granato has paid his dues. He’s been a head coach in the USHL,
ECHL, AHL and with the U.S National Team Development program, as
well as an assistant coach in college (Wisconsin) and the NHL (St. Louis,
Buffalo). He stepped away from the game briefly in 2019 after a “health
scare” that had many of his friends and former players concerned. Fixing
the Sabres is not a one-person job. But a large portion of the hockey
world is rooting for Granato.
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Lightning score three in third, take down Panthers

By Mari Faiello
Published Yesterday
Updated Yesterday

TAMPA — Before the puck dropped, the Lightning knew their matchup
Sunday against the Panthers would be a battle.
Florida, which entered the game two points behind Central Divisionleading Tampa Bay, held a 2-1 lead in the season series.
But the Lightning (23-6-2) got even, with Curtis McElhinney making 29
saves in a 5-3 win at Amalie Arena. Tyler Johnson broke a 3-3 tie with
the eventual winner on a power play midway through the third period.

It’s why, he said, he has put extra emphasis on practices and morning
skates.
“I think for me, it’s just the ability to see pucks in practice,” he said. “You
don’t get a lot of the traffic work, so at times, that’s probably the hardest
part to adjust to when you’re not playing regularly.”
McElhinney called the inconsistency “tricky,” especially with a busy
schedule that hasn’t allowed for much practice time or morning skates. It
only puts more emphasis on each time he sees the ice in a game
situation.
“The nice thing about the game tonight is there was quite a bit of work
early on, so there’s no time to wait around,” he said. “You’re not sitting
there and then all of a sudden it’s a breakaway. There were shots right
away and I think for any goalie they’ll say that’s the easiest way to get
into a game.”
In the first period, Florida (20-7-4) put 11 shots on net followed by 12 in
the second and nine in the third.
“I thought he played a great game,” wing Alex Killorn said. “He was huge
for us. I know a couple games back, we didn’t really help him out.”
Multiple times in the game, McElhinney had to make a key save,
including a sprawling stop in the second with a 3-on-1 look.
“When they’re coming down the ice, it’s certainly not something you want
to see at any point in the game from a defensive standpoint,” McElhinney
chuckled. “Key save, much needed at that point in the game for us.”
And it wasn’t just in goaltending that the Lightning’s depth was tested
against Florida. Ryan McDonagh, the team’s second-best defenseman,
left the game with a lower-body injury after the first period and did not
return.
“It’s tough,” coach Jon Cooper said. “It’s hard enough playing with six
(defenseman), let alone five. ... Huge effort on those five guys. I mean
that’s tough, plus you’re playing a hell of a team. ... Those five guys
(played) exceptional.”
Cooper did not get into the severity of the injury or give a timetable of
McDonagh’s return.
Florida put the clamps on some of the Lightning’s best shooters. Brayden
Point, who came in averaging 2.87 shots a game, was limited to one shot
on goal while Anthony Cirelli (1.75 shots a game) and Victor Hedman
(2.4) had none.
Twelve of the Lightning’s 19 players logged at least one point in the
game, with goals from Yanni Gourde, Killorn, Mathieu Joseph, Johnson
and Point.
“Those guys (Point, Hedman and Cirelli) have won us a lot of games,”
Cooper said. “It’s good when other guys can pick it up that maybe aren’t
as used to getting on the scoresheet as much as those other guys. But
like I said, that’s a team effort when everybody’s contributing and
everybody’s feeling good about themselves, so it was nice to see.”
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Curtis McElhinney’s bounce-back performance and other Lightning
observations

It was McElhinney’s third victory in seven starts this season.
“I felt great,” said McElhinney, who doesn’t get many opportunities
behind starter Andrei Vasilevskiy. “It’s one of those games where there
were a lot of shots early on, and I think it allowed me to get into the game
right away.”
The last time McElhinney started was March 15, a 4-1 loss to Nashville
that extended his losing streak to three games.

By Joe Smith Mar 21, 2021

When Lightning players took turns congratulating Curtis McElhinney on
Sunday afternoon, you couldn’t blame several for lingering a little longer.
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The veteran backup goaltender had just delivered a strong bounce-back
performance in a 5-3 victory over the surging Panthers, and his
teammates let him know their appreciation. A few veteran players, such
as Steven Stamkos and Pat Maroon, shared a few words. Goalie Andrei
Vasilevskiy, who is playing at a Hart Trophy level, gave McElhinney a pat
on the head with both his blocker and glove. Mathieu Joseph gave
McElhinney a big hug.
And McElhinney deservedly took a twirl in front of cheering fans as the
game’s No. 1 star.
The Stanley Cup champs haven’t always played their best in front of
McElhinney, who was coming off back-to-back losses. Fans were
hammering him on social media. But the Lightning never wavered in their
support, and the 37-year-old rewarded their faith in a much-needed
victory to end a stretch of five games in seven days.
“I’m just trying to make that big save at a key time,” McElhinney said.
“I’ve been fortunate to watch the other guy (Vasilevskiy) do it on
countless occasions, pick the team up. It’s nice to do the same tonight.
“That’s what’s demanded from this team.”
Being a backup goaltender is a tough job on a good day. They play
maybe once a week, often at the back end of a back-to-back. In this
case, it was the fifth game in seven days. And when the standard is
Vasilevskiy, the best goaltender in the world, it’s an unfair comparison.
When Vasilevsky is leading the league with 15.8 goals saved above
expectation, there’s only one way to go.

“There’s a reason he’s been around for so long,” coach Jon Cooper said.
“He’s an extremely capable backup that can give you good starts, and he
did tonight.”
McElhinney is both experienced and comfortable in his role, important
traits. He’s not here to fight for Vasilevskiy’s net or to be the team’s No.
1. He’s a calming, quiet presence in the room and has the kind of
demeanor that is a big help to a younger goalie like Vasilevskiy. There’s
a reason the Lightning made the backup goalie swap a couple of years
ago, replacing Louis Domingue with McElhinney.
“I backed up Bernie Parent, who was the best goalie in the world, for two
years, and we had a great relationship,” said Lightning Fox Sports Sun
analyst Bobby “The Chief” Taylor, a former Flyers backup. “Curtis is a
pretty good guy to have for Vasy, so he could bounce things off him, and
he has the knowledge of been there, done that. No matter how good you
are, there’s some self-doubt in there if you have a good game.
“So to have a guy like (McElhinney), his personality is perfect.”
McElhinney has certainly been patient, having not appeared in a game
during the Lightning’s Stanley Cup run last summer and fall. Many times
in the Edmonton bubble, there wasn’t room on the bench, so he’d watch
the game in the dressing room with video coaches Brian Garlock and
Nigel Kirwan. The only headline McElhinney made was a good one,
asking Joseph to design a special mask he could wear to support the
Black Lives Matter movement. “It shows a lot of support, and it meant a
lot that he reached out to me first with it,” Joseph said. You can tell why
McElhinney is so well-liked in the room.

But McElhinney made the kind of timely saves Vasilevskiy is known for.
In the first few minutes Sunday, when the Lightning were leaky
defensively, McElhinney kept the Panthers at bay by stopping a few
point-blank chances, including one by defenseman Anton Stralman in the
slot.

McElhinney entered this season, his second with the Lightning, having
not played in nearly a full calendar year, then spent two weeks on the
COVID-19-related protocol list. This was just McElhinney’s seventh start
in Tampa Bay’s 31 games, with most of his action coming in practice.

The saves helped Tampa Bay settle down. And it was great for
McElhinney to get a feel for the puck and some early confidence. The
Panthers had scored six in their previous game against McElhinney, who
said it was “meaningful” to get another crack at them Sunday.

“It’s tricky,” he said. “Every time I’ve played, it’s been a little bit different.
The nice thing about this game was that I had quite a lot of work early on,
there was no time to wait around. You’re not sitting and then all of a
sudden, there’s a breakaway. When you face shots right away, any
goalie will tell you it’s easier to get in the game.”

This was a back-and-forth game, with three different tying goals. The
Lightning fell behind on a goal by their former winger Carter Verhaeghe,
who finished off a backhand after a Tampa Bay turnover in its own zone.
With the score 2-2, the Lightning benefitted from a coach’s challenge for
offside that negated a potential go-ahead goal.

Taylor loves to tell a story about when he was backing up Parent in 1974
and hadn’t played in eight weeks. The Flyers were getting ready to face
the Bruins on a Sunday afternoon NBC game. They were billing it as
“Bernie Parent and the Broad Street Bullies against Bobby Orr and the
Big Bad Bruins.”

“It turned the tide of the game,” McElhinney said.

The only problem? The Flyers started Taylor.

But McElhinney made sure this one didn’t get away from Tampa Bay. He
made a great backdoor stop on Ryan Lomberg five minutes into the
second period. Then, a minute later, McElhinney somehow found himself
a the other end of a three-on-one short-handed rush by the Panthers. It
ended with McElhinney sprawling out to get his glove on an Alex
Wennberg shot.

“The reporters found (coach) Freddy Shero on the Zamboni, having a
Camel (cigarette),” Taylor remembered. “‘Why are you playing this kid
Taylor?'”

“It’s not something you want to see at any point in the game from a
defensive standpoint,” McElhinney said with a chuckle. “It’s just one of
those saves where the guys force a pass and I was able to get a hand on
it. A key save, much-needed at that moment in the game for us.”
It was the kind of timely stop that Lightning fans are used to seeing from
Vasilevskiy. The numbers for McElhinney haven’t looked great, from his
3.19 goals-against average entering this game to his .874 save
percentage. While Vasilevskiy has saved 15 goals above expectation,
according to Evolving-Hockey, McElhinney entered with a minus-6.
But there have been a few starts when the Lightning “gifted” the opposing
team goals with turnovers and leaky defense. And you have to give
McElhinney credit for his ability to rebound. After giving up six against
Florida on Feb. 15, McElhinney came back in the next start and made 31
stops on 32 shots in a victory over Carolina, his former team and another
Central Division contender.

Shero looked at them and said, “It’s his turn.”
On Sunday, it was McElhinney’s turn. And he came through with a big
performance against the Panthers, who entered trailing the Lightning by
just two points in the standings.
It wasn’t a shutout, and McElhinney did give up three goals. But he also
made the kind of saves that the fans in Amalie Arena are used to seeing
from the No. 1.
“For myself personally, the bar is set as high as it can be in terms of what
the standard is for goaltenders,” McElhinney said. “It’s extremely high. It’s
a treat to watch him on a nightly basis. And it’s certainly hard to keep up
with. There are some things from his game that I’ve learned from and
added to my game in the last year and a bit. I just consider myself
fortunate to be able to spend some time with him.”
McDonagh hurt
The Lightning had to play with just five defensemen for most of Sunday’s
game as Ryan McDonagh left after the first period and didn’t return. It
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was hard to read what happened, as there was nothing noticeable on his
last shift, which came in the final minute of the first.

Through late February, the Blackhawks’ goaltending was one of the most
surprising storylines in the NHL.

Cooper didn’t have an update on McDonagh afterward other than saying
he got banged up in the first and the team hopes it’s “not too serious.”

A month later, the goalies have fallen back to earth — with a thud.

With McDonagh out, Victor Hedman played more than 29 minutes and
Mikhail Sergachev played more than 24. Rookie Cal Foote picked up
minutes on the PK.

Starter Kevin Lankinen is 1-4-1 with an .887 save percentage in March.
Backup Malcolm Subban is 1-3-0 with an .871 save percentage since
Feb. 27, the moment he received consecutive starts and seemed ready
to challenge Lankinen for the No. 1 role.

The Lightning don’t play again until Tuesday in Dallas, but if McDonagh
misses any extended time, it’ll be a tough blow.

And the Hawks, whose .916 save percentage through Feb. 26 ranked
sixth in the NHL, are now all the way down to 19th (as of Sunday).

The new Panthers
There have been many questions about whether the Panthers are a real
threat in the Central Division.

Since that date, their team save percentage is .883, 27th in the league.
Only the Sabres, Senators, Ducks and Flyers have been worse during
that span. And for the season, the Hawks’ save percentage is down to
.904.

And after playing them four times this year (two losses), Tampa Bay is
convinced their intra-state rivals have staying power.

The goaltending regression is a big reason why March has gone so
poorly for the Hawks.

“They’re a very good team,” winger Alex Killorn said. “This is a different
team than we’ve played in the past. They added some key guys, they
play hard. It’s hard to play against them. Their back end is very skilled,
and they’ve got a goalie that can keep them in a game. Guys like
Verhaeghe and (Anthony) Duclair added some skill and give them depth
throughout their lineup.”

Then again, the Hawks’ brutal schedule against elite opponents also has
contributed to the goaltending struggles. It’s a chicken-and-egg
conundrum.

“They’re a hell of a team,” Cooper said. “They’ve got a lot of new faces,
the veteran coach saw what they had last year and they made changes.
They’ve got structure. They play hard. They all can skate. They’ve got
skill. They’re playing with confidence, too. They feel like they can win
every game. I have no idea if that’s how they were in the past but they
sure have it now. Whoever has got to face them down the road, it’s going
to be a tough matchup.”
You could tell this game got chippy too, with a couple of fights toward the
end of the game. Ondrej Palat got in one, and rookie Ross Colton
scuffled with Jonathan Huberdeau. “It’s going to be a battle all year with
these guys,” Verhaeghe said. “They’re a good team, they play physical,
and we matched that. No one’s backing down here.”

“If you don’t have that support from behind with your goaltender, making
the saves that you need and maybe a couple more that you maybe
shouldn’t make, sometimes it’s hard to build confidence,” coach Jeremy
Colliton said on March 11.
“As a goalie, you can’t really dwell on numbers that much because that’s
going to haunt you in the long run,” Lankinen said last week. “My game is
evolving here. I’m learning every single time I play these opponents — I
will learn their patterns. You’ve just got to work through [things], and the
results will follow.”
Lankinen’s Calder Trophy campaign has been shelved. But his
confidence has not been, and his performance this year remains
encouraging for team management.

Fourth-line impact

The Hawks entered 2021 wanting to simply see what they had in
Lankinen, Subban and Collin Delia, and Lankinen has proved to be a
keeper.

The Lightning’s fourth line doesn’t play a ton, but it continues to give
them a spark.

Subban is more of a question mark. His inability to solve his reboundcontrol woes has been costly and frustrating.

Joseph scored a go-ahead goal early in the third period, his eighth of the
season. It was a textbook forecheck from the line, with Maroon dumping
in the puck in just the right spot for Joseph to track it down. Colton cycled
behind the net, got the puck in front on a wraparound, and Joseph
finished.

He’s an excellent first-save goalie, but a large portion of the goals he
concedes are on second opportunities. He has faced 3.8 rebound
attempts per 60 minutes this season, ninth-most among 64 goalies.

“Ross has been doing a great job filling that role,” Killorn said. “He had a
great assist on a huge goal for us. That fourth line has been playing
really well. And they’re scoring big goals. You want to have depth and the
fourth line has come through.”
The fourth line was in the “fun” category for Evolving-Hockey’s game
evaluation.
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Blackhawks’ Kevin Lankinen, Malcolm Subban goalie duo has fallen back
to earth in March

By Ben Pope Mar 21, 2021, 3:47pm CDT

He and Lankinen also have different goaltending styles, which Subban
recently analyzed.
“[Kevin is] pretty good at reading the play,” Subban said. “He has good
hands. He’ll cut pucks off that are going high, and he’s able to keep his
hands close to him. Me, I go more sideways for pucks. I wait a little more
[for them to come to me], whereas he cuts pucks off in front so he
doesn’t have to open up as much to make saves. He’s really good at
that. I try to use my athleticism a lot to my advantage.”
Delia, meanwhile, appears to be a forgotten man. He hasn’t played in an
NHL game since Jan. 17 and went 2-2 with an .858 save percentage in
four AHL conditioning starts between Feb. 27 and March 7.
When asked on March 8 if he’d consider getting Delia any NHL action,
Colliton said bluntly: “In the immediate future, I don’t think that’s
something we’re looking at.”
Colliton’s faith in Lankinen and Subban seems endless by contrast. He
hasn’t pulled a goalie this season. Subban was allowed to see out even
his last two starts, in which the Hawks trailed 5-1 and 4-0 at the second
intermissions.
“Every situation is different, but, overall, I try to give the guys a chance to
respond to adversity,” Colliton said.
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Colliton likely will have to follow the same approach as his goalies seek
to overcome their March doldrums.

“They know what they’re seeing. And if there are things they think I need
to work on, that’s great to hear,” he said. -Kloke and Wheeler (Feb. 25)
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The Athletic / NHL Draft news 2021: Top prospect Luke Hughes injured

By The Athletic NHL Staff Mar 21, 2021

“Well, what if we looked at the suites?”
Twenty-five junior hockey players moved into their arena for the season.
After a four-day quarantine at a local hotel and another three-day
quarantine inside their individual suites while they awaited their first
round of COVID-19 test results, Rebels staff and players walked into their
new home for the duration of their 24-game season. -Wheeler (Feb. 18)
Pronman’s top 31 prospects has lots of movement

The NHL Draft is scheduled for July 23-24, and there is so much to
monitor before the No. 1 pick is announced. Check back frequently as we
provide analysis from Corey Pronman and Scott Wheeler, and news
updates on the draft-eligible players around the world.
Draft Boards: Pronman’s latest | Wheeler’s latest
NHL Farm System Rankings: Pronman | Wheeler
Luke Hughes suffers lower-body injury
U.S. National Team Development Program star defenseman Luke
Hughes was a scratch for the March 21 game versus Youngstown. It is
unknown how much time he will miss, but he is thought to be week to
week with a lower-body injury. That makes him questionable to play at
the All-American Prospects Game and the Under-18 world
championships in April, which will be the premier scouting event for the
2021 NHL Draft.
Hughes is considered a top-seven pick in the industry. Corey Pronman’s
most recent board had him at No. 1. Scott Wheeler’s latest ranking had
Hughes at No. 4. The brother of NHL stars Jack Hughes and Quinn
Hughes, Luke Hughes is a 6-foot-2 elite-skating defenseman with
offensive ability, which is a highly appealing toolkit for an NHL projection.
-Pronman (March 21)
NHL Central scouting’s A-rated prospects
NHL Central Scouting elevated Tristan Broz from Fargo in USHL and
Zach Dean from Gatineau in QMJHL to A-rated prospects for the 2021
NHL Draft. The 38 prospects they have categorized as A-rated are here.
(March 18)
Wheeler keeps Owen Power No. 1 on latest draft board
In a top group filled with question marks, Owen Power is a towering,
mobile, gifted-with-the-puck-laterally, excellent east-west passer with
legitimate all-situations upside — and worthy of staying at No. 1 on Scott
Wheeler’s draft board. Luke Hughes and William Eklund both moved up
five spots, while Jesper Wallstedt and Carson Lambos dropped. (March
3)
Wheeler’s previous ranking: Dec. 1 | Sept. 14
Diary of a draft year: Brandt Clarke faces odd questions in NHL
interviews
One recent Zoom call from an NHL team had Brandt Clarke scratching
his head. For 90 minutes the team held up sheets of paper, with nearly
no verbal communication, with various rapid-fire math equations or
multiple choice questions for Clarke to answer, such as “If heat is to fire,
then what is ______ to ice.”

Luke Hughes rose from No. 8 to No. 1 in Corey Pronman’s latest ranking
of draft-eligible prospects for the 2021 NHL Draft, while three Michigan
stars were in the top five — Matthew Beniers, Owen Power and Kent
Johnson.
Simon Edvinsson and William Eklund, who played in the Swedish
Hockey League this season, both rose on the board. While Aatu Raty,
once considered a potential No. 1 pick, feel in the ranking, as he didn’t
stick with his Liiga team, didn’t do well at the junior level and was left off
Finland’s U20 team as a returning player. (Feb. 9)
Pronman’s previous ranking: Oct. 8
Delay the NHL Draft? Teams propose changes but waiting has a cost
The difficulties of scouting for this year’s draft and the shift to video
scouting in NHL circles are a driving force among some NHL executives
to postpone the draft to a much later date, such as next winter or two
summers from now.
Ideas such as delaying the draft to the winter or waiting until the summer
of 2022 where there would be two drafts in a short period of time have
both been proposed to the NHL in the past few weeks — and both have
varying degrees of support throughout the league.
Detroit GM Steve Yzerman made his concerns about drafting in July
public, but his concerns are echoed in other organizations.
There have been no decisions made on changing the draft date to our
knowledge, just discussions; and any decision would require NHLPA
approval. Teams, until told otherwise, are still preparing for a draft in July,
and most have already had mid-year amateur meetings in preparation for
that.
NHL deputy commissioner Bill Daly said the status of the CHL,
specifically the OHL and WHL for the 2021 season, would have no
bearing on whether the NHL will proceed with the 2021 NHL Draft in July:
“No, I don’t believe so,” he replied when asked. -Pronman (Feb. 1)
Diary of a draft year: Inside top NHL prospect Brandt Clarke’s unusual
season
Brandt Clarke, a highly-touted 17-year-old expected to go in the top 5
and possibly as high as first overall in the 2021 NHL Draft, is living
through uncertainty right now. The Barrie Colts defenceman last played
an OHL game last March. The OHL has yet to begin its 2021 season. His
uncertain season will be spent trying to ensure he is ready for the draft,
and that his development can continue against an unprecedented set of
circumstances.

Clarke estimates he answered close to 100 of those types of questions
and wishes he had an opportunity to show his personality a little bit more.

To provide a glimpse of the challenges he must face this season to
realize his goal of playing in the NHL, Clarke has granted The Athletic
access into his season for a series of stories leading up to the draft,
chronicling what will undoubtedly be one of the strangest, but hopefully
most fulfilling, years of his hockey career. -Kloke and Wheeler (Jan. 18)

“That one was definitely weird,” he said.

Matthew Beniers’ non-stop motor helps his draft stock

Today, he takes calls from the Arizona Coyotes and Los Angeles Kings
to talk about his game. He said they see what he sees: If he keeps doing
all the right things on the ice, the points will come.

Despite his age, Mathew Beniers thrived in his on-ice environment,
assuming an important role on a loaded Michigan team from the start.
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The Wolverines coaches noticed his athleticism right away. After growing
up playing several other sports competitively (including baseball,
lacrosse and soccer), Beniers has always been one of the fast players on
his teams.
Michigan associate head coach Bill Muckalt said: “His biggest attribute is
if he’s an automobile, his motor is always redlining, his RPM is always
high.” -Wheeler (Jan. 3)
Wide-open field for No. 1 pick
For the first time since arguably the 2017 NHL Draft, and more
convincingly since the 2014 NHL Draft, we have a truly wide-open debate
at the very top of the class, with several candidates for the No. 1 pick.
My top two prospects coming into the season, who I thought had mild
separation from the pack, were Aatu Raty and Owen Power, but I did not
feel comfortable saying they were clearly above the rest at the time. And
a few months later I feel even less comfortable. Some scouts wouldn’t
have either of those players in their top two if they were making a draft
list for 2021 right now. And other scouts think they are in the mix for the
No. 1 pick.
Matthew Beniers, Luke Hughes, William Eklund, Dylan Guenther, Brandt
Clarke, Simon Edvinsson and Kent Johnson are among the top players
right now. -Pronman (Nov. 27)
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The Athletic / Who says no? NHL executives evaluate your trade
proposals for Eichel, Mantha, Dumba and others

By Craig Custance Mar 21, 2021

This story clearly isn’t for everybody. When the call went out to Twitter for
hockey fans to share their best trade scenarios that would then be
presented to NHL executives for an evaluation, the response from one
follower was very direct. He hates “Who Says No” stories. He hates the
scenarios. He wouldn’t be reading it, thank you very much.
And if that’s you, it’s totally understandable. There’s a fantasy hockey
element to it. But there’s also some insight inside the absurdity. There’s a
glimpse into how NHL executives think. It’s a way to ask them about
trades without asking what they’re hearing about Mattias Ekholm. And
the fun thing is, it’s not just us doing it. When the call went out to Twitter,
the texts also came in from people inside the game with their own
proposals.
The best news? We even got one accepted by an executive doing the
evaluations.
Last year, one of the trades presented happened almost as suggested.
It’s not always pure fantasy. So thank you to those who played along and
submitted proposals. Apologies to those I didn’t get to. An extra thanks to
those in the game who did too, especially our executives below.
Let’s dive in:
1. New Jersey Devils send Kyle Palmieri to the Bruins for Jake DeBrusk
and the Bruins’ 2021 second-round pick. — @JerseyDevilOG
The Bruins can use a finisher, and Palmieri boosts their offense. You
also can’t help but wonder why a team that will need speed in the
playoffs to keep up with the best teams in the East would move DeBrusk,
but you have to give to receive.
Exec No. 1: “I can’t see Boston doing that. Maybe Palmieri is a bit better
than DeBrusk, but for me, they are in the same tier. With DeBrusk having

term and Palmieri being a rental, the pick needs to be going the other
way.”
Exec No. 2: “Bruins say no. I think it’s too much for Palmieri. I can see a
deal between the teams. I don’t think (the Devils are) getting those two
pieces in the deal. I think (the cost for) Palmieri is a second-round pick
and a prospect — and it’s not one of your top three prospects. … If he
goes for a first-round pick, maybe it’s Vegas with like the 26th overall
pick.”
2. Anaheim Ducks send Rickard Rakell to the Maple Leafs for a firstround pick, Timothy Liljegren and Alex Kerfoot. Anaheim retains
$300,000 of Rakell’s salary. — @tyler28gremont
The Maple Leafs have made their intentions clear: They’re going to be
buyers and they’re willing to move top prospects to make it happen. As
James Mirtle wrote recently, now is the time.
Exec No. 1: “That’s a good one. I think Toronto says yes. I think it’s a no
for Anaheim because you have the wrong prospect in there. People talk
a lot about Liljegren, Rasmus Sandin and Nick Robertson. I think if you
have Sandin or Robertson, you have a deal. Liljegren is the third of the
three. People have concerns on Liljegren.”
Exec No. 2: “This is reasonable. I don’t think it helps Anaheim as much
as if they just sought out a pure futures package, but they have said that
they want a player of similar age back in the deal, and Kerfoot fits that
bill.”
3. Islanders send Anthony Beauvillier, Bode Wilde and a first-round pick
to the Predators for Filip Forsberg. — @Isles91
Lou Lamoriello addressed a short- and long-term need last year at the
deadline in trading for Jean-Gabriel Pageau and then signing him to a
contract extension. There wouldn’t be an immediate extension needed
for Forsberg, who still another season left on his deal.
Exec No. 1: “I think the Islanders say no. The first and Beauvillier are too
much. I really like Forsberg, but I think there’s a way to spend less and
get to that price without giving up Beauvillier. I think (the Islanders) have
to do something, but I think Taylor Hall is one that could happen there.”
Exec No. 2: “I don’t rate Wilde, and Beauvillier and a late first doesn’t feel
to me like quite enough for Forsberg. But this is close enough to
generate discussion.”
4. Arizona sends Nick Schmaltz to the Wild for Matt Dumba. —
@Stevyn39
We have another split decision here among the execs! (For the latest on
Dumba’s injury status, which doesn’t factor into these evaluations, check
out Michael Russo’s Minnesota Wild trade deadline news tracker.)
Exec No. 1: “Good one. I think Minnesota does it. I just am trying to
decide if Arizona does it. I would say that Arizona should say no to the
deal. I don’t think you have a deal, but Minnesota would say yes.”
Exec No. 2: “There are people old enough to vote who have never lived
in a world where Dumba wasn’t getting traded soon. They’ve said no to
all of them so far, and I don’t see Schmaltz as being the guy who finally
makes them relent.”
5. Buffalo sends center Eric Staal to the Carolina Hurricanes for a
second-round pick. — @DrunkMilkBag
It’s fun to think about. Both Pierre LeBrun and Sara Civian have written
about it. But that might be an outdated pricetag for Staal, who had 10
points in his first 29 games for the Sabres.
Exec: “Carolina says no. I think they would take him but not for a secondround pick. The absolute home run for Staal is a third-round pick. You’re
probably looking at a fourth-rounder now. Buffalo has fewer teams to
deal with.”
Would the Hurricanes part with a second-round pick to bring back former
captain Eric Staal? (Geoff Burke / USA Today)
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6. Sabres trade winger Jeff Skinner to Nashville for Matt Duchene. —
@2010UCF_Z28
It’s almost like the 2021 version of James Neal for Milan Lucic. That
happened fast for a couple of contracts that weren’t signed all that long
ago.
Exec: “Nashville says no. I think Duchene has one year less, for one, and
there is still the opportunity for it to work. He can play center and wing.
That flexibility is more than Jeff has, who is strictly a winger.”
7. Flames send Sam Bennett and Milan Lucic to the Ducks for Adam
Henrique and Sonny Milano. — Text from an NHL executive
A lot of money being moved around in this deal. For reference, Lucic is
owed $5.25 million through the 2022-23 season. And that’s the cheap
deal. Henrique has three more seasons at $5.825 million.
Exec: “This deal has two teams trying to push their problems onto
someone else. Bennett is a good player, but at that cap hit probably
doesn’t get a qualifying offer, so he is just a rental. Henrique is a good
player, but not at that price tag. I am not a Milano guy, and now he’s hurt.
And then there’s Lucic. I think this helps Anaheim more than Calgary.
They can retain money on Bennett, peddle him as this year’s Blake
Coleman, and come away with an extra pick and one less year on the
big-money deal. I think the answer to the question of who says no is
Calgary’s ownership. The players they are getting are owed more than
twice as much cash as the ones they are sending out, and given where
they are right now, I don’t think Henrique does enough for them to justify
that during a pandemic.

This one was at least a little different. It’s not unreasonable to think that
Columbus’ best chance at landing Eichel left the moment the Blue
Jackets were forced into trading Pierre-Luc Dubois to the Jets — the kind
of center you could build a realistic Eichel trade around.
Exec: “Sabres say no. Seth Jones has a deal expiring soon. Next
summer, he’s a free agent. It’s just asset management. They would lose
him next year.”
12. Sabres send Jack Eichel to the Rangers for Nils Lundkvist, Pavel
Buchnevich, Ryan Strome, 2021 first and Braden Schneider. —
@vikesfan47
One of many Rangers-Eichel trade proposals. Bonus points for not
including any of the Rangers’ best assets.
Exec: “Sabres say no. Jack Eichel should be the Sabres’ untouchable.
None of the Rangers quote-unquote untouchables are part of that deal.
Adam Fox, Igor Shesterkin, Artemi Panarin — yeah you don’t want to
give up those guys, but why would Buffalo want to give up Eichel? Ryan
Strome has a year left, and it’s just not that — there’s no first-line forward
in that group. And Lundkvist is not signed yet, Buffalo would have to sign
him.”
Jack Eichel shoots with Ryan Strome and Adam Fox in pursuit. (Brad
Penner / USA Today)
13. Sabres send Jack Eichel to the Minnesota Wild for Kevin Fiala, Matt
Dumba and one of the Wild first-round picks… Buffalo gets a decent haul
and gets Eichel out of the Eastern Conference. — @ABobeck94

8. Sabres send Taylor Hall to the Islanders for a first-round pick and
either Thomas Hickey or Leo Komarov. — @JoshElkin

Jack Eichel playing with Kirill Kaprizov is really fun to think about even if
this one was shot down pretty quickly.

It’s worth noting that Hall has control over his destination with a no-trade
clause, so he’s going to have a say here. It might also impact the price
the Sabres receive if there’s a limited number of options.

Exec: “Buffalo says no. You’re not saving any money and you don’t have
a first-line player. I like Fiala, but if you’re a good team, he’s a nice
scoring second-line player. And Dumba is expensive. Those two guys
must be $8 million-plus, Jack is at $10 million and you’re not getting any
better.”

Exec: “Buffalo says no because they don’t want to take on the money (in
Hickey or Komarov) but you have a deal on a first-round pick. To me,
those are the pieces of a deal right there. If their contracts were up too,
you’d have a deal. A first-round pick for Taylor would be good.”
9. Wild send forward Jordan Greenway to the Blackhawks for center
Dylan Strome. — @nowariak
The Blackhawks rebuild has resulted in depth at center, which makes
trading Strome a very real option at this point or in the offseason. And the
Wild, as always, need a center. That said, colleague Mark Lazerus made
a strong case to keep Strome in Chicago for a simple reason: He’s young
and he’s good.
Exec: “I think Minnesota actually says no. Jordan is their second-leading
scorer right now, and he’s a unique player with his size, power and
skating combination. I think Jordan is just scratching the surface.”
The Jack Eichel section
10. Buffalo Sabres send Jack Eichel to the Avalanche for defenseman
Bowen Byram, Alex Newhook, 2021 second-round pick, unprotected
2022 first-round pick. — @got2bleaf
There were a lot of these Eichel offers. In this one, the Sabres get some
top prospects but not the kind of player who compares to Eichel they
need to build a proper deal around. The one thing one executive kept
stressing is that an Eichel deal only makes sense for Buffalo if it’s getting
something close to a comparable player back rather than deals built
around futures. Even good futures like these.

14. Sabres send Jack Eichel to the Kings for Quinton Byfield, Alex
Turcotte, Adrian Kempe, 2022 first-round pick, 2023 first-round pick,
2022 second-round pick. — @RangerRob13
Now we’re talking. Rob Blake clearing out the system to win again before
Anze Kopitar and Drew Doughty get too old.
Exec: “That does seem like fantasy hockey, but in a blowup rebuild,
that’s what Buffalo would have to be saying yes to. With Turcotte and
Byfield, you’re looking at your centers as Dylan Cozens, Byfield and
Turcotte down the middle. There’s a lot to be excited for, but boy oh boy,
would the fan base have to be patient. If it’s a blowup rebuild, you’d
almost have to send out the Rangers letter to Sabres fans and admit it’s
happening. That’s enough to entice you if you’re Buffalo, but only if you
have ownership’s permission on the blowup. I think the Kings would say
no. It’s too much for the Kings. But I think there’s a deal in there for the
Kings. Kopitar and Eichel for a few years and then you have a Kopitar
replacement. It’s just a little rich for L.A. today.”
The Anthony Mantha section
15. Red Wings send Anthony Mantha to the Carolina Hurricanes for Jake
Bean, a 2021 first-round pick and a 2022 conditional third.
— @39alaska39

Exec: “Sabres say no. They’re losing a world-class first-line player with
no guarantee of getting that back. And those draft picks for Colorado,
you’re assuming they’re later in each round.”

There’s a sense among people in hockey that Detroit GM Steve Yzerman
is open to just about anything shy of trading Dylan Larkin or top
prospects. That led to the talented but occasionally frustrating Mantha as
the centerpiece to a slew of trade proposals. This one isn’t bad,
especially considering Bean might be lost in the expansion draft this
summer.

11. Columbus sends Seth Jones and Emil Bemstrom to the Sabres for
Jack Eichel. — @iamTwiggy

Exec: “It makes sense for both teams for me. I think you’re adding more
offense in Carolina with an opportunity to score goals. And Detroit, they
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have this youth movement going with getting young players. Jake Bean
would be a great addition to it. To me, that’s a potential hockey deal.”
16. Red Wings send Anthony Mantha to the Montreal Canadiens for
forward Cole Caufield. — @cross_joseph
Exec No. 1: “I think Montreal says no. Cole is eventually going to do what
Mantha is already paid to do. But Montreal is an interesting team. I have
to imagine Cole might be in play for them to get better. I just don’t know
how. I think the heat is real in Montreal.”
Exec No. 2: “Who says no? The NHL. Montreal doesn’t have the cap
space to add Mantha. But Detroit should call them back in the summer,
because Caufield might be the better player, but Mantha helps Montreal
more right now.”
17. The Red Wings send Mantha to the Colorado Avalanche for
defenseman Bowen Byram. — @matthewkorchak
One more Mantha deal for the road.
Exec: “Unless Erik Johnson is out for the year, Colorado doesn’t have
room for him either. But it doesn’t really matter. Byram is too valuable to
entertain in a deal like this, and in future years, Colorado will need the
cap space to retain the players they already have.”
Finally, our big winner
18. Calgary sends Johnny Gaudreau and a second-round pick to the
Flyers for Travis Konecny and a fifth-round pick. — @CashinIan
The Flames electric winger is no stranger to trade rumors, nor is the
South Jersey native a stranger to being connected to the Flyers. It’s
pretty clear the universe wants this to happen.
Exec: “Great one. That’s a great one. I think you have a deal. The reason
is, there’s tons of room for Johnny in Philadelphia. Konecny fits into what
Calgary is doing. The question to me is: Is Philly comfortable trading for
Gaudreau when they have a great shot at him in free agency (in 2022)?
Philly being just outside the playoffs today, this might help them get in the
playoffs. The beauty is you get Johnny now and you can sign him. If
they’re on the outside looking in, this is the offensive shot in the arm.”
The Athletic LOADED: 03.22.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / Newfound patience, confidence has Oilers building
something special

Mark Spector
March 21, 2021, 2:16 AM

EDMONTON — The Edmonton Oilers were always that team that could
not be convinced there were 60 minutes in a game. They just never
believed that, if you just survived the opponent’s push, there would be
time left to have a push of your own.
“In the past we tried to come back from a (deficit) by cheating on offence,
and it was led by Connor and myself,” Leon Draisaitl admitted moments
after sniping the game-winner in a 4-2 victory over the Winnipeg Jets.
“Him and I, we figured out that, if you stay patient — if you continue to
play good defence — you’re going to get your chances.”
That, dear readers, is leadership.
They are the best two players on the team — the captain and an
assistant — who don’t just talk the right game. They’re playing it now,
and as such, so is the entire Edmonton Oilers lineup.

“We’re trying to build something here, and there’s a long way to go,”
McDavid said. “There is that belief — we’re doing a better job of holding
teams when they are up. We (used to) have nights where we’re down
one, and we let them get another one, and dig ourselves an even bigger
hole.
“When you’re down you’ve got to hold ‘em. And if it takes all period long,
then it takes all period long. We’ll take our chance when we get it.”
On Hockey Night in Canada Saturday, the game played out exactly the
way McDavid and Draisaitl described:
Winnipeg scored twice before the game was 16 minutes old on a pair of
lucky-bounce, pinball goals, a hint that perhaps this wasn’t going to be
Edmonton’s night. But the third goal never arrived, and before the horn,
McDavid made the score 2-1, pulling into a tie with Auston Matthews with
a league-leading 21 goals.
Neither team scored in the second, a period in which the old Oilers
traditionally would have pushed the envelope, taking all kinds of chances
to tie the game. As if it somehow had to happen before the end of 40
minutes.
Instead, they came out in the third, got yet another goal on a lovely shot
by Darnell Nurse, and laid down a third period in which the Jets had only
eight shots. Finally, their break arrived as a puck kicked out to McDavid
as he flew through the neutral zone, and Draisaitl hustled down the right
side to find a shooting position.
McDavid dished and Draisaitl dined, one-timing a laser just inside the
post from distance. Patience, and then opportunity — the exact formula
of which the Oilers' two superstars speak.
“Not much to explain,” shrugged Draisaitl. “A pretty pass. He made it
easy for me to put in.”
“I mean, the guy scored 50,” said McDavid. “It’s not an easy goal by any
means. He’s still a long ways out there. And puts it right in the right spot.”
The real point is, when you have the quick strike ability that the Oilers
possess, and you build a lineup that can check well enough to hang in
there long enough for the right chance to arrive…
Well, they’re tied in first place in the North this morning. We’re thinking
that they just might have something here.
“We’ve four ways to win … in different ways,” said goalie Smith, who
erased any advantage in goal the Jets might have by simply being better
than Vezina winner Connor Hellebuyck. “We’ve been behind and come
back, we’ve been in close games, we’ve been fortunate to have big leads
in some games.”
Smith turns 39 on Monday. He’s been on a lot of teams over the years, in
a lot of different stages of their maturity. His current team has found its
stride with an 18-7 record in its last 25 games, and just knocked off an
excellent Jets team with a 2-1 win and then a 4-2 victory in which they
trailed by a pair.
“It’s valuable to get used to playing in close games, coming from behind
in games during the season,” Smith said. “Some games are filled with
power plays and penalty kills, and other games there doesn’t seem to be
much space out there, and you try to win a five-on-five battle.
“It’s all valuable confidence, and valuable information that goes into the
back of your mind every night. Heading into playoffs, you want to be as
prepared as possible.”
McDavid has known nothing but the orange and blue of Edmonton. He’s
never felt the vibe here before, that he’s feeling right now.
“The confidence, you can just feel it throughout the lineup. We’re getting
contributions from everybody … from the net out, guys are working hard
and buying in,” he said. “Starting to believe is a big part of it.
“Guys are buying in. It’s dangerous, and contagious.”
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Sportsnet.ca / Why it’s time for Jack Campbell to be given the Maple
Leafs' net

Luke Fox
March 21, 2021, 1:03 AM

TORONTO – If there is a goalie controversy in Toronto, it’s this: Does
Jack Campbell love his teammates more? Or do Jack Campbell’s
teammates love him more?
As an end-game buzzer sounded the death of the Toronto Maple Leafs’
1-6 slump and the long-awaited rise of a healthy Campbell, 21 men
skated in happy procession to congratulate Saturday night’s first star,
one by one.
The final three players lingered at the end of the queue, bringing a tiny bit
extra to the celebration.
Home of the Leafs
Third-string goalie Michael Hutchinson had fetched the game puck to
hand to Campbell (“He didn’t have to do that; it coulda went to anybody
tonight,” Campbell said, forever paying the good vibes forward). And
Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner each took a moment to put their
hand on Campbell’s head, look him in the eye and relay a message. Plus
a hug.
The exact words will remain private, but rest assured they were more
than “good game.”
“I appreciate every teammate, of course, and love them all, but those two
guys definitely lead our team,” Campbell said. “They shared some really
nice things. I’ll just keep it to myself. It was sincere by them. It meant a lot
to me.

Campbell has a 4-0-0 record in 2021, a 1.00 goals-against average, and
a .965 save percentage. He’s also the only NHL-level goalie Toronto has
under contract for 2021-22.
Andersen, 31, has admirably carried the heaviest of loads for the entirety
of his four-and-a-half years as a Leaf.
Mentally and physically, all that hockey has taken a toll.
Andersen is 13-8-2 this season behind an improved blue-line, and his
.897 save percentage signals a career low and a third straight season of
decline. Not awful. Just OK.
Never before has Andersen had his ice time challenged like this. The
Hutchinsons and Curtis McElhinneys and Garret Sparkses of the world
weren’t a threat to grab the ball and sprint.
How Campbell battles — and how the Leafs, in turn, battle in front of him
— suggests a longer leash is due.
Campbell was well-protected early, as Toronto rolled four lines,
committed defensively, and scored the all-important first goal.
But he came up big on deflections and penalty kills as Calgary poured on
the heat. He even stoned Matthew Tkachuk with the old-school, two-pad
stack Campbell typically reserves for practice. You know, to make the
lads laugh.
“Highly competitive. Never out of the play. Big saves at key times. Great
energy about him, both in the crease, body language, all those things.
When he comes to the bench to drink water at TV timeouts, he's got a
great energy about him,” Keefe described.
“Players really enjoy that about him. I think that's really what you're
looking for. The guy doesn't play as much, but when he goes in, it gives
the group confidence.”
Small sample sizes be damned: Campbell must be the guy, for now.
Winks, stick-taps and all.
Through the emotion of finally returning to the ice after a day-to-day leg
injury that stretched three weeks, Campbell summed up his recoveries
and setback as “a wild ride.” The valleys? “Super stressful.”
Though Soupy would never dare let that on to the boys.

“It just meant a lot. Basically, about my battling through the adversity. It's
been a long road and tough year with the injury. But those guys mean the
world to me. I look up to them. So, it just makes me more motivated to
play well next week.”

“You know, he's had days where he's been down and frustrated, but he
tries to hide it and just comes with a great attitude,” said Jason Spezza,
who provided the game-winner and played with Campbell back in their
Dallas days.

Rest assured, the seldom-used Campbell will play next week. And, no,
there is not a back-to-back on the schedule.

Added Alexander Kerfoot: “Any adversity that comes his way, he's able to
handle it. And he's the same guy every day at the rink. Just a pleasure to
be around…. It doesn't affect his attitude or his energy.”

Coach Sheldon Keefe suggested No. 1 Frederik Andersen’s nagging
lower-body injury may take the decision out of his hands altogether.
(Andersen was deemed unable to back up Saturday after acknowledging
both physical and confidence struggles earlier in the week.)
But even a rested Andersen must now concede the crease to see just
how far Campbell can run, given that the 29-year-old has his legs back.
At this point, riding Campbell is in everyone’s best interest — and not just
because #LeafsTwitter might otherwise riot.
“He’s playing with a ton of confidence. We have a ton of confidence in
him,” Zach Hyman said. “He saved every shot, so it makes our life a lot
easier.”
In blanking the Calgary Flames 2-0 on Saturday, Campbell posted
consecutive shutouts … 22 days apart. He’s made 71 straight saves,
blanking the competition for 133 minutes, 27 seconds and counting.
Campbell is the first Toronto goalie to post two shutouts in a row since
Andersen in November of 2017.

After pouring so much work into his conditioning and technique since the
pandemic hit, working closely with goalie coach Steve Briere, leaning on
Andersen and Hutchinson for support, Campbell succumbed to bouts of
frustration after only being healthy enough to start one game a month.
Yes, even the happy-go-luckiest of us are still human.
So, after Saturday’s win, Campbell stretched wide to show his
appreciation for the troops on military appreciation night, all his
teammates for bringing their A-game, and the Leafs’ medical staff.
“They’re incredible. Every day they're there on top of it, and you couldn’t
ask for more support than I've gotten. I feel bad putting them in a tough
position with this. I guess it’s part of the game, but I haven't really had to
go through it much in my career,” Campbell said.
With the Edmonton Oilers and Winnipeg Jets now on their heels like
shoe polish, the Maple Leafs need to start the goalie who gives them the
best chance to secure two points.
“It’s a huge win,” Campbell said. “We needed it. We really needed it.”
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About as bad as the Maple Leafs need Jack Campbell right now.
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Sportsnet.ca / Jets facing stiffest test yet after losing two straight for first
time

“That’s definitely a part of winning games, especially in the playoffs and
down the stretch here, is learning how to put teams away,” said Jets
forward Andrew Copp. “We’ve done a good job of that all year, so it’s not
a recurring problem.”
Maurice was quick to dismiss a suggestion it would be natural for a team
like the Jets to suffer a bit of an emotional letdown after taking five of a
possible six points from the Toronto Maple Leafs in the previous
showdown.
After all, just look what happened to the Maple Leafs after its convincing
three-game sweep over the Oilers by a composite score of 13-1.

Ken Wiebe
March 21, 2021, 9:17 AM

Since that time, the Maple Leafs dropped six of seven games before
regrouping on Saturday night.

WINNIPEG -- To call it a crisis would simply be hyperbole.

“I don’t think so. I haven’t felt that in a game, I haven’t felt that in our
play,” said Maurice. “We wouldn’t have made as much about the Toronto
series as possibly the people covering that series.”

To brush it off as merely insignificant doesn’t really do the subject justice
either.

Okay, so members of the media may have made a bigger deal of those
results than the Jets players or coaching staff.

For 30 games, the Winnipeg Jets were able to wear a distinct badge of
honour, one that represents a true sign of consistency.

That’s a fair point, yet what transpired still had the potential to serve as a
springboard.

To be one of just two teams to go that long without losing consecutive
games (the Florida Panthers are now the last team standing in that
category) is an impressive feat, there’s no doubt about that.

Since that decisive 5-2 win on Hockey Night in Canada on March 13, the
Jets dropped three of four games -- and the one they won required
overtime after they failed to hold onto a two-goal lead during the third
period.

But after giving up four unanswered goals to the Edmonton Oilers in a 42 loss on Saturday night, the Jets' focus quickly turns to bouncing back
well before a two-game skid has an opportunity to spread any further.
With 25 games left to go in the regular season -- including a tilt on
Monday against the resurgent Vancouver Canucks -- the Jets essentially
have no choice.
Jets head coach Paul Maurice was the picture of calm when asked about
the current state of affairs.
“No message. We’ll move on to the next city. Consecutive-game losses
isn’t a sign of necessarily anything terrible brewing,” said Maurice.
“We’ve just completed nine playoff games (against) teams that are in the
playoffs, seven of them on the road and I think we ended up about .500
in that mix, so we’re not bragging but we’re not dejected.”
Nobody is saying the Jets should be dejected.
On the contrary.
Their resilience has been celebrated and in many ways, has become a
fixture when it comes to identity building.
For all of the messaging about not losing two in a row, this quickly
becomes the stiffest test the Jets have faced this season.
For teams that expect to win, losing is supposed to stir up emotions.
If there was apathy, that would be the time for concern.
“I mean, we don’t like it. Locker room is not thrilled right now, so that’s a
good sign,” said Jets captain Blake Wheeler, who received a game
misconduct at the end of regulation time for throwing the puck into the
stands. “I’m not in reset mode yet. We have a very mature team, very
mature coaching staff. We’ll handle this like adults and we’ll worry about
that (Sunday), get ourselves right for a big series against Vancouver.
“Coming into the season, we knew it was going to be really tight. At no
point did we expect to be in cruise control with a month left. Everyone
came into this, probably in all divisions, expecting to have to earn a
playoff spot up to the last few games of the season.”
There’s no use pining over lost points, but there are lessons to be
learned when it comes to the art of counterpunching after your opponent
hits back, since the Jets had numerous opportunities to restore a twogoal cushion after the Oilers trimmed the lead to 2-1.

That’s nowhere near five-alarm fire territory, but it’s certainly a sign that
certain things need to be tightened up.
At a time when the Oilers' dynamic duo of game-breakers struck for the
goal that cued the comeback and the eventual game-winner, the Jets’ top
line was held off the score sheet for a second straight game and was on
the ice for both of the goals against that came off the sticks of Connor
McDavid and Leon Draisaitl.
“It’s the first time we’ve lost two in a row, so I don’t think there’s going to
be a lot of panic,” said Copp, whose power play goal got his team on the
board. “I won’t say our backs are up against the wall, but it’s definitely
time for us to go on a little bit of a run. We’ve just got to get back to our
winning ways. There’s not a whole lot to change from our game, but
enough to correct and go from there.
“These two games definitely didn’t go the way we wanted them to.
You’ve got to be on the right side of the puck. I don’t want to say perfect,
but those two guys, one little play where guys were on different pages
can end up in the back of the net. Can’t give them any time and space.
They’ll burn you if you do. All in all, I don’t think we played bad, obviously
you’d like to put the puck in the net a little bit more. But I don’t believe
there’s any panic. There’s a lot of belief in our room.”
That belief is about to be put to the test again as this seven-game road
trip continues.
After playing nine consecutive games against teams above the playoff
line, the Jets are embarking on a five-game stretch against a pair of
teams that are in hot pursuit -- which means they’ll be hungry and playing
with an identifiable level of desperation.
It won’t take long to figure out if the Jets are going to be able to match
that.
“This year, you’re not going to go 56 games without losing twice in a row.
We just move on to Vancouver, and don’t let it get to three,” said Copp.
“Over the course of time, the core of guys that are here have been here
for a while, it seems. We’ve gone through a lot of adversity over the
years. For the last three years it seems like every year has something
crazy for us.
“We’ll revert back to that. Go back to work. Next game has to be the
hardest working game of the year, all that kind of cliché-type stuff. That’s
real for us for the next game. We’ve just got to tap into that belief, know
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how good we can be and just go and outwork Vancouver and go from
there.”

negotiated his own $46-million extension that should see him setting up
Ovechkin’s one-timer through to 2024-25.

How the Jets respond to this situation could be the difference in thwarting
those pursuers or sliding into a chase position.

“My only concern going forward is that maybe Ovi might hire Nick to do
his next contract,” quipped GM Brian MacLellan, confident the sides will
find common ground.

They know the stakes, they know exactly where they stand in the North
Division and they know exactly what it’s going to take to try and stop this
slide before it has the potential to spiral.
“We’ve done a good job up until this point and we can’t let it slide,” said
Jets goalie Connor Hellebuyck, who finished with 33 saves but
surrendered three (or more) goals for an eighth consecutive start.
“Maybe we are just hitting a little bit of a lull. We’re going to rest up and
we can’t let this affect us negatively.
“We’ve got to buckle down. Like I said before, we’ve got to use this as
motivation. Not a knife in our back, you know? We’ve got to get back on
the horse and continue to drive and believe in ourselves and know that
we are a good team and there are good things ahead of us.”
Sportsnet.ca LOADED: 03.22.2021
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Sportsnet.ca / NHL's Top 12 UFAs of 2021: Latest rumours, reports

Luke Fox
March 19, 2021, 8:58 AM

A star-studded group featuring future Hall of Famers, No. 1 goalies and
defencemen, team captains and league MVP winners are all playing right
now without guaranteed employment in 2021-22.
Yep, we're in the middle of critical contract years here. With just 56
games to impress (or disappoint), the pressure to perform has intensified
— and could have a direct impact on these players’ financial future.
This group has been well and able to ink extensions with their current
clubs for months, and we’ve already seen the Minnesota Wild (Jonas
Brodin, seven years at $6 million), Montreal Canadiens (Jeff Petry, four
years and $6.25 million; Brendan Gallagher, six years, $22.5 million), and
St. Louis Blues (Jordan Binnington, six years at $6 million) take care of
business early — weakening 2021’s UFA crop in the process.
Unlike past seasons, general managers already know 2021-22’s cap
ceiling (flat at $81.5 million), yet many are playing wait-and-see with their
UFAs as the April 12 trade deadline creeps closer and July 28’s open
market looms.
Here is a look at the latest trade and negotiation rumours surrounding the
top 12 impending UFAs of the Class of 2021.
Luke Fox
1. Alex Ovechkin
Age on July 28: 35
Position: Left wing
2020-21 salary cap hit: $9.5 million
The latest: If Ovechkin (718) is serious about taking a run at Wayne
Gretzky’s all-time goals record (894), he’ll need a fresh multi-year
commitment from the franchise that drafted him first overall way back in
2004. It’s blasphemous to envision the Great Eight in any other sweater.
Nicklas Backstrom and Ovechkin have expressed a mutual desire to play
alongside each other for as long as possible, and the centreman

The superstar is negotiating his own deal.
Ovechkin and MacLellan had a conversation upon the conclusion of
2019-20 to set the table for parameters of an extension.
In November, Ovechkin gave an interview, in his native tongue, to
Russian Television International and addressed his vision for wrapping
his playing career.
“It is not a question of money,” the superstar said of his desire to remain
in D.C. “It is just a matter of principal. I have only played for two teams,
[KHL’s Moscow] Dynamo and Washington. Obviously, I will stay with
Washington for another two… three… four… five years. And then I would
like to finish on a high note, to play my final game with Dynamo.”
According to Russian outlet metaratings.ru, MacLellan has already
floated a three- to five-year extension to the captain that would carry an
AAV between $9.5 million and $10 million.
Owner Ted Leonsis won’t want to disrespect the face of his franchise,
who deserves to cash some of the biggest cheques in the league, but
with a flat cap, the more team-friendly the deal, the greater chance of
building a contender around the captain.
"I don't really have an update," MacLellan said on March 12. "It's the
same as it's been all year. We want him to finish his career here, and I
think he wants to finish his career here, and at some point we'll get it
done.
“We've just got to find a sweet spot that we agree on.”
2. Dougie Hamilton
Age on July 28: 28
Position: Defence
2020-21 salary cap hit: $5.75 million
The latest: The Hurricanes traded for Hamilton, in part, because they
liked his cost certainty. Well, after this sprint season, the price tag for the
top defender in 2021’s UFA class won’t be so certain.
Hamilton will be due for a raise the same summer as breakout star
Andrei Svechnikov (RFA). With Carolina already having four other D-men
signed long-term at $4 million-plus per year, you’ll occasionally hear
trade rumours around solid right shots like Brett Pesce and Hamilton,
already on his third franchise.
In mid-November, GM Don Waddell said the sides were getting close to
opening extension discussions.
“He is a UFA at the end of the year, so we’d like to get that one done
sooner than later. [With] that one, you would have doubts if you play out
the season, so it makes sense to try to get something done before the
start of the season,” said Waddell, per NHL.com’s Tom Gulitti.
“You’ve got a flat cap for the next two years,” Waddell went on. “We also
know that the market’s changed. I’m not saying we’re not going to do a
long-term deal, but the long-term deals, if you look at free agency, you’ve
only got a few guys that got more than three years in the whole market.…
So I think the market has changed, and it should change because of the
situation we’re all in.”
Extension talks cooled in early March, according to The Athletic’s Pierre
LeBrun, but with the Hurricanes shaping into a Cup contender, a
deadline deal would shock us.
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Hamilton’s camp would use Alex Pietrangelo’s $8.8-million AAV with
Vegas on a long-term deal as the ceiling, while the Canes would likely try
to use Torey Krug’s $6.5-million AAV with St. Louis as a comparable.
Hamilton is in a class of his own when it comes to 2021’s UFA D-men;
Carolina prefers to ball on a budget. Should be interesting.

“Actually, back in Edmonton [during the 2020 playoffs], we started a
dialogue,” Sakic revealed in October. “We'll revisit that. We'd like to have
something done during the year, but if it has to go through the year, we're
confident we have a pretty good relationship with Gabe and that we'll be
able to figure something out by next year.

Age on July 28: 29

“I think everyone's figuring out where the landscape is going to be in the
next few years. The dialogue is going to continue, so hopefully we'll be
able to extend.”

Position: Goaltender

How does five years and $35 million sound?

2020-21 salary cap hit: $3.33 million

6. Ryan Nugent-Hopkins

The latest: Grubauer is enjoying a fabulous season for a Stanley Cup–
contending team. Named First Star of the Week on March 14, the
German rolled into the season’s halfway point with a sparkling 16-7
record, 1.85 GAA, .925 save percentage, and a career-best four
shutouts.

Age on July 28: 28

3. Philipp Grubauer

How you knock your contract year out of the park is by putting together a
Vezina-finalist-type campaign.
GM Joe Sakic has been mum on Grubauer’s next contract, but the
goalie’s leverage is increasing. His next AAV could start with a six, and
the Avs have the cap space to accommodate.
When it comes to goaltending, Sakic’s No. 1 priority should be trading for
a suitable backup to support Grubauer, who is carrying the heaviest load
of his NHL career.
4. Tyson Barrie
Age on July 28: 30
Position: Defence
2020-21 salary cap hit: $3.75 million
The latest: Stumbling in Toronto, Barrie bet on himself big-time in the
2020 off-season.
The power-play quarterback reportedly turned down a $6-million offer
elsewhere so he could feed pucks to Connor McDavid and Leon
Draisaitl, rebound his stock and rediscover his confidence.
“For me, it was a no-brainer, with everything that’s going on and coming
off the year that I had, to be able to have a chance to go into Edmonton
and play with this team on a one-year deal,” Barrie said of the gambit.
“For me, it just wasn’t about money this year, just coming into reestablish myself and show the league that I’m still a pretty good player.”
Mission accomplished.
Barrie has thrived offensively and found his groove again. He should ring
the cash register this summer.
“If there is an opportunity for me to stay here long-term in Edmonton, it
could be a great fit,” Barrie told colleague Mark Spector.
5. Gabriel Landeskog
Age on July 28: 28
Position: Left wing
2020-21 salary cap hit: $5.57 million
The latest: True, the budget-conscious Avalanche have a track record of
dealing away talent before they hit paydirt: Paul Stastny, Ryan O’Reilly,
Matt Duchene, Tyson Barrie….
But! Colorado has an open window to contend for the grand prize, and
anything other than a long-term extension for the captain would rock the
core in a bad way. Real dollars are more of a concern than cap space in
Denver, so GM Joe Sakic should lock up Landeskog for the rest of his
prime.

Position: Left wing / Centre
2020-21 salary cap hit: $6 million
The latest: A friend of the rumour mill, Nugent-Hopkins enters his
contract year hot off back-to-back 60-point campaigns. One of the few
mainstays of the Oilers’ top six, RNH has improved his two-way game
and has the versatility to complement Edmonton’s superstars from the
wing or centre his own middle-six line when necessary.
Although Nuge cannot be replaced internally, until he is re-signed,
speculation around the 2011 first-overall pick’s future will linger. He does
not hold trade protection.
Writes colleague Mark Spector: “I’d guess he’ll be looking for Leon
Draisaitl money ($8.5 million), though the Oilers may think that’s high.
But with Connor McDavid ($12.5 million) and Draisaitl ($8.5 million) atop
the salary structure, Nugent-Hopkins could be signed for a number that
does not leave Edmonton like Toronto — top-heavy with three forwards
averaging over $11 million apiece.”
Positive preliminary extension talks took place in October between the
Oilers and Nugent-Hopkins' camp. Then… silence.
The best flat-cap comparable here may be Brendan Gallagher’s six-year,
$39-million extension in Montreal.
Asked about RNH’s future on a Zoom call in late February, Holland
thought back to some of his overcommitting in Detroit.
“You sign some contracts and they don’t work out. And the way the [cap]
system is built, it makes it more difficult to compete,” Holland said. “He’s
an important part of our team, and he’s got good chemistry with our
players, but it’s got to work for both sides.”
7. Taylor Hall
Age on July 28: 29
Position: Left wing
2020-21 salary cap hit: $8 million
The latest: Depending how harshly you grade recent results, Hall could
become the most coveted UFA winger on the market two years running
— or take a hit to the wallet. All thanks to his rare and surprising oneyear, show-me deal with the Buffalo Sabres.
“Things can turn pretty quick, especially if you have elite pieces like the
Sabres do,” Hall said, upon becoming 2020's most surprising signing.
“Obviously, I’m betting on myself, but I’m betting that the Sabres can
improve and have a good hockey season. If I didn’t, I wouldn’t be here.
“Honestly, the best thing for both sides is that this goes really well, and
I’m a Sabre for a long time.”
Welp.
Hall and the Sabres have had a disastrous 2021. The player had scored
just twice (and added 14 assists) by the halfway mark, shooting at a
career-low 2.8 per cent. Hall is also a career-worst minus-17.
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With full trade protection, Hall will have a say in where (or if) he’s dealt at
the deadline.
"We're open to anything and everything," Sabres GM Kevyn Adams said,
on the day he fired coach Ralph Krueger. Krueger was integral in
recruiting Hall to the team.
Adams and Hall’s agent, Darren Ferris, have discussed both an
extension and the idea of Hall waving his no-move clause.

“Regardless of who he's playing with or where in the lineup, whether he's
on the power play or not, he comes and works and is an outstanding
leader and person for us,” GM Kyle Dubas said on March 16.
“With regards to his future, I'm not going to comment on he or any of the
pending free agents, restricted or unrestricted. I just don't think it's
productive at this time to do so.”
10. Kyle Palmieri

8. Frederik Andersen

Age on July 28: 30

Age on July 28: 31

Position: Right wing / Left wing

Position: Goaltender

2020-21 salary cap hit: $4.65 million

2020-21 salary cap hit: $5 million

The latest: An unsung star on a rebuilding team, the hardworking
Palmieri is quietly riding a five-year streak of 20-goal seasons and is one
of the last leaders standing on a roster that is getting younger by the
trade.

The latest: Andersen is easily the best netminder the Maple Leafs have
employed since Ed Belfour, and yet there is much uncertainty
surrounding his future with the franchise.
At the very least, GM Kyle Dubas entertained tire-kicking last off-season
on his workhorse No. 1 netminder, a valuable asset whose price in 202122 would strain the organization’s salary structure. (Carolina was one
team that inquired.) Dubas was reportedly only interested in parting with
Auston Matthews’ part-time roomie for a top-four defenceman.
Andersen holds a 10-team no-trade clause, but we don’t envision him
being shipped out before April 12. That said, we believe Dubas will
prioritize a Zach Hyman extension over an Andersen one.
Andersen’s thoughts on a second contract with the Leafs?
“Whatever’s gonna happen, happens,” he said, following the team’s
fourth consecutive post-season series loss.
Andersen says there was “a little bit” of contract talks prior to puck drop.
Jordan Binnington’s six-year, $36-million extension with St. Louis looks
like the ceiling for Andersen on his next deal — which should be
dependent on his post-season performance.
“If I play well, things are going to be easier for me going forward. And if I
play well, it’ll be good for the team,” Andersen said of his contract year.
“My focus right now is just having fun with it. Enjoy being part of this
group.”
Andersen was 13-7-2 with a .900 save percentage at the season’s
halfway mark.
9. Zach Hyman
Age on July 28: 29
Position: Left wing
2020-21 salary cap hit: $2.25 million
The latest: The Maple Leafs love Hyman; Hyman loves the Maple Leafs.
“I would love to stay in Toronto. It’s where I grew up. I want to be a Leaf
for a long time. That’s first and foremost,” Hyman said. “I would love to be
a long-term Leaf and would love to re-sign here and would love to be
here and ultimately win a Stanley Cup here.”
The all-situations winger has upped his bargaining power with another
fantastic campaign and is proving to be coach Sheldon Keefe’s fixer, as
he jostles from line to line, helping energize teammates who need a
bump.

Extension talks with GM Tom Fitzgerald are reportedly underway, and
cap space is no issue in New Jersey. If the club cannot find common
ground with a consistent forward who contributes to all situations,
Palmieri will make a heckuva rental trade chip.
The Devils — a deadline seller — and Palmieri have reportedly begun
discussions regarding his future.
As Sportsnet's Elliotte Friedman reports, count the Bruins, Islanders and
Maple Leafs among teams that will be interested in the versatile winger’s
services.
11. Tuukka Rask
Age on July 28: 34
Position: Goaltender
2020-21 salary cap hit: $7 million
The latest: The question isn’t whether Rask — a Vezina-winning, Cupwinning, Jennings-winning stud — is deserving of an extension. The
question is whether he wants one.
Rask openly pondered 2021 retirement this past season and drew
criticism in some (unkind) circles for departing the playoff bubble early to
attend to a family matter and leaving the Bruins’ crease to backup
Jaroslav Halak.
The flat cap might prevent Sweeney from offering Rask a raise in an offseason during which Boston will also face decisions on several other free
agents, but it would be difficult to argue that an engaged Rask isn’t worth
at least $7 million somewhere.
"I have no intention of playing anywhere else but the Bruins," Rask said
on Jan. 6.
"I'm comfortable where we are. I just wanna start the season in a good
groove, and if the talks happen during the season, so be it. My main goal
is to start season right, worry about future after."
The Bruins are not opposed to re-signing Rask or backup Jaroslav Halak
in-season, but there appears no urgency on either side. Feels like a
decision for the summer.
Rask was 8-4-2 with a .906 save percentage at the midway mark.
12. Phillip Danault

Hyman’s brand of hockey would make him a unique commodity on the
open market, and all reports say no extension talks have taken place.
Leverage rests with the player here.

Age on July 28: 28

Signing Hyman in-season would place the Leafs in an expansion-draft
bind, so an extension will likely have to wait.

2020-21 salary cap hit: $3.08 million

Position: Centre

The latest: Danault’s name was “out there” this off-season, per Elliotte
Friedman, but trading responsible centremen before they hit age 30 is
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seldom advisable. Even if the future looks bright at the position (see: Nick
Suzuki, Jasperi Kotkaniemi).
Danault doesn’t exactly put up Xbox numbers — he’s never surpassed
13 goals and has reached 50 points just once — but he tilts the ice,
nullifies the opposition’s top centre regularly and is a plus-46 player over
the past three seasons.
GM Marc Bergevin was quick to commit to Jeff Petry and Brendan
Gallagher, and he reportedly offered a six-year, $30-million deal to
Danault in the off-season that was rejected.
“At this moment, there are no negotiations,” Danault said on Nov. 24.
“Letting emotions get in the way of business doesn’t really work. I
understood that pretty quickly.”
Yes, Danault wishes he’d been take care of, the way Gallagher and Petry
were, but he’s still bringing a winning attitude to the rink.
“The Canadiens gave me a three-year contract two years ago, and I still
have a year to play with the Canadiens,” Danault said. “After that, we’ll
see. I really have the intention of honouring my contract and then, after
that, we’ll see what the future holds.”
Danault may consider hiring Nathan MacKinnon as his agent. Asked,
during a Spitttin’ Chiclets interview to name his toughest matchup,
MacKinnon pointed to Danault.
“Such a good centreman. It’s hard to get space on him,” MacKinnon said.
“I don’t know if he’s in Selke talks, but he should be. Hopefully he wins
one. Good versus everyone, not just me.”
More notable 2021 UFAs: Mike Hoffman, Brandon Saad, Alex Iafallo,
David Krejci, Eric Staal, Ryan Getzlaf, Tomas Tatar, Mikael Granlund,
Erik Haula, Bobby Ryan, Niklas Hjalmarsson, Adam Larsson, Derek
Stepan, Paul Stastny, Alexander Edler, Petr Mrazek, Travis Zajac, Jaden
Schwartz, David Savard, Tyler Bozak, Ryan Murray, Nikita Gusev, Nick
Foligno, Brandon Sutter, Nick Bonino, Alec Martinez, Adam Lowry, Blake
Coleman, Sean Kuraly, Barclay Goodrow, Pekka Rinne, Jamie Oleksiak,
Jordan Martinook, Tanner Pearson, Jordie Benn
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TSN.CA / Hanifin on track to reach new level under new Flames coach
Sutter

By Salim Valji

Here’s an obscure piece of National Hockey League trivia: Since the
2015-16 season, who ranks sixth in games played by a defenceman?
The answer is Calgary Flames blueliner Noah Hanifin. Only Keith Yandle,
Brent Burns, Drew Doughty, Dmitry Orlov, and Ryan Suter have suited
up for more games than the Boston native. Of the 10 defencemen to
have played the most games since 2015-16, Hanifin (24 years old) is the
youngest by five years. It’s easy to forget how young he still is.
With a new coach comes a fresh slate and first impressions for everyone
on a roster, top to bottom. Whether you’re a star like Johnny Gaudreau or
an established bottom-six veteran like Derek Ryan, players have an
opportunity to rewrite their narratives.
Perhaps that’s even more pertinent to Hanifin and forward Sam Bennett,
two players who haven’t lived up to their billing as top-five picks (Hanifin
going fifth overall in 2015 to the Carolina Hurricanes and Bennett being
selected by the Flames fourth in 2014) but are still useful NHLers who
would have roles on pretty much any NHL team.

Hanifin is especially intriguing in this regard, given his role as a top-four
blueliner. He’s a great skater, sees the ice well, and has offensive
instincts, yet there always seemed to have been another level he had yet
to reach. Coming into this season, his career high for points was 33, and
he’d been a minus player in four of his five seasons.
“There’s not much not to like about Noah Hanifin,” Tony MacDonald, then
the Carolina Hurricanes chief amateur scout, said prior to the 2015 NHL
Draft. “He should play in the NHL for a long, long time.”
While Hanifin is certainly is on track to log several hundred more games,
it looks like we’ll finally see an enhanced version of him under Darryl
Sutter – one that builds off his already-impressive season to date.
It was expected that captain Mark Giordano and the young Rasmus
Andersson would be Calgary’s top pair this season, but the strong play of
the Hanifin-Chris Tanev pairing has changed that dynamic and perhaps
elevated the American to the status of top-pairing NHL defenceman.
According to Natural Stat Trick, The Hanifin-Tanev duo’s on-ice goals-for
percentage is 67.86, far greater than the Giordano-Andersson
percentage of 45.71. Right now, Hanifin and Tanev rank first and second
respectively in five-on-five ice time, and they’ve seen the lion’s share of
tougher matchups as well. Hanifin has played 22:03 more against
Connor McDavid than the captain, for example. Hanifin has also played
more against Mark Scheifele and Elias Pettersson (Giordano has logged
more minutes versus Auston Matthews and Mitch Marner).
Hanifin credits Tanev with his development this season, praising his
communication and positioning, which allows Hanifin to jump into the
play more.
“I feel pretty confident right now, and I think Chris has been a huge part
of that,” Hanifin said earlier this season.
“He’s been a great guy for me to play with and I think he’s really allowed
me to play my own game, which is being aggressive offensively and
jumping into the play. He’s just always in the right position so he makes
my job a lot easier back there. So right now, I’m confident and I feel good
about my game.”
The key word in that answer is offensively. Hanifin had his power-play
time effectively reduced to nothing this season under former head coach
Geoff Ward, logging just nine seconds of time on the man advantage per
game – a far cry from the 1:18 per game he had last season. In fact,
Hanifin’s career high for power-play time was back in his rookie season
in Carolina, when he logged 2:22 per game.
Sutter clearly sees that Hanifin has more to give in that regard, and has
adjusted his role accordingly. Under Sutter, Hanifin’s playing even more
at even strength (19:31 per game, up 40 seconds from before Sutter took
over), logged several shifts as the team’s No. 1 power-play quarterback
(leading a unit with the likes of Sean Monahan and Johnny Gaudreau)
and is averaging 1:29 per game on the man advantage. He’s also getting
more shifts in the offensive zone and being encouraged to shoot more
(1.6 shots per game under Ward to 2.17 shots per game under Sutter).
With Sutter at the helm, Hanifin has three points in six games – and
surely more to come.
“I think that his strengths are the skills that are power play effective,”
Sutter said on Saturday.
“I think that putting him with the Sean Monahan group gives us more
speed coming up the ice for sure on that power play. I just want to see
him in more offensive pictures when we play and to do that, we have to
get him on the ice in those situations, whether it’s the powerplay or
offensive zone face-offs.”
We hear it all the time that defencemen have a longer, more
unpredictable growth curve than forwards, and you can add Hanifin as
the latest example of that.
SPARKS OFF THE FIRE
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-In the Battle Of Alberta on Wednesday, we saw how an elite puckmoving goaltender can give the Calgary Flames fits. Under Sutter, the
Flames game plan seems fairly simple. When entering the offensive
zone, they dump the puck in hard along the boards, aiming for a puck
battle in the weak-side corner, then generate chances off the cycle or
shots from the point. The trouble is, Edmonton Oilers goalie Mike Smith
is one of the league’s best at playing the puck. All night, he jumped out of
his net, knocked down those hard rims, left the puck for an Oilers
defenceman, and the Flames threat was extinguished. Carey Price is
another elite puck-playing goalie and has been dubbed a third
defenceman for that ability. The Flames will need to tweak that element
of their game when facing goalies who can play the puck well.
-It’s rare to get such a candid glimpse into a coach’s mindset, but Sutter
gave just that when asked recently about his motivation to return to an
NHL bench, despite having already accomplished the penultimate prize
of winning a Stanley Cup. It goes beyond the “unfinished business” he
referenced in his press conference, about the feeling of flying back to
Calgary from Tampa Bay after losing in Game 7 of the 2004 Stanley Cup
Final. There’s more to what drives him:
“I went to Los Angeles because I felt at that time they could contend and
win a Stanley Cup right away. And in the back of my mind, losing in
Game 7 with the Flames in the Stanley Cup Finals was the one thing
where, if it was the right situation, I’d go again. I’m not a coach that’s
interested in coaching 31 teams. I’m not interested in coaching just to
coach.
“I’m interested in coaching strictly to win a Stanley Cup and that’s it.
Nothing else. It’s a hard job being a head coach and it takes its toll, and
the only reward for today’s coach is the light that’s at the end of the
tunnel. I’ve coached a lot of games in the NHL but to me the bottom line
is, ‘How many games have you coached in the playoffs? How many have
you won, and how many championships? And that’s the only thing that
drives me, and that’s what I believe.

“Quite honestly, there’s guys that coach a long time, are career coaches,
and never win nothing. So I guess that’s why they are career coaches.
I’m the other way. You do get to choose your teams a little bit and you do
get to say, ‘No, I don’t want to go there’ or ‘No, I don’t want to go there’ or
‘I’d like to go there.’
“At the same time, you have a life, too. And you have to make sure it’s
the right place. I’m from Alberta, my family’s from Alberta, and I said,
‘Yup that’s a good place.’”
-It’s a bit early to say if the Flames will buy or sell at the deadline (goalie
David Rittich and veteran centre Derek Ryan are pending unrestricted
free agents, while forward Sam Bennett is a pending restricted free agent
with arbitration rights). While they’re on the outside looking in right now,
it’s still a fairly tight race. Regardless, one move I think they should make
is bringing in a veteran blueliner to play with rookie Juuso Valimaki.
Valimaki is clearly talented and has upside, but the 22-year-old needs an
experienced partner to help him out on the ice. For the entire season,
he’s played with either Nikita Nesterov or, more recently, Oliver
Kylington. Neither of those players is strong defensively, nor have they
played many games in the NHL. The young blueliner is still learning the
game at this level, including such nuances as how to read plays and
defensive switches. Adding a veteran with a few hundred games under
their belt will enhance Valimaki’s on-ice development, regardless of if the
team makes the playoffs this season.
-Department of eye-popping statistics: On March 7 versus Ottawa,
Johnny Gaudreau logged 9:56 on the powerplay alone. It was the most a
Calgary Flames player has spent on the man advantage in a single game
since Olli Jokinen played 10:01 on the powerplay versus the Minnesota
Wild on November 8, 2011.
-Chris Tanev, fantasy sleeper pick? Well…under Sutter, his power-play
ice time has tripled, from 10 seconds to a whopping 32 seconds a game.
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